VP100008 (Kauai)
[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Good afternoon, everyone. My name is Steven Jacobson. I'm the
Hearings Officer for the Hawaii Department of Health. We're going to get
started because we only have a limited time. It seems like we have a lot of
people who wish to speak today. As they come in, we'll add them. This is a
public hearing on what's called Health Department Doc number R 1571807
dealing with proposed amendments in the compilation of HR --Hawaii
Administrative Rules Title 11 Chapter 157 called examination and
immunization.
This hearing has been held pursuant to public notice, it has been published
statewide. For the record, today is Friday, December 21st. It is
approximately 2:00 PM and we are on the Island of Kauai in the Kauai
District Office of Health, conference room 304 Umi Street in Honolulu. The
purpose of today's hearing is to gather information as -- from the public as to
the proposed rules. Okay. We need the speakers here but please speak -- we
have approximately 2 minutes per speaker, please speak -- try to keep your
testimony as a courtesy to others to approximately 2 minutes. I am the
representative of the Department of Health for the purpose of -- this is an
information gathering session, so your speaking should be directed to me.
This hearing is being recorded. It's being transcribed. And so the full
transcription will go to the whole group that is -- I'm not part of the group that
decides what's going to happen with these rules, the proposed rules if
anything. So -- but I am the person who will be transmitting the information.
So please direct your testimony to me. Please be courteous to each other.
This is not a question and answer session and so I will not be receiving
questions unless there's real quick procedural questions and question -- this is
not to ask questions and pull the audience. This is not -- direct your testimony
to me, not others in the audience, too. Please do not argue with any speakers.
Please do not boo any speakers. Please do not wrestle papers, anything of
that, all right. Please be courteous, aloha spirit and good things like that.
Female:

Excuse me [0:02:46 inaudible] will be speaking to from the Department of
Health that would be listening to us.

Steven Jacobson: I am -- I am directly -- I am -- I am the hearings officer with the Department
of Health. The information you provide in orally and also in writing will -- it
goes to the people who will be making the decision.
Female:

[0:03:02 inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: Okay. So it's being recorded.

Female:

[0:03:05 inaudible] who.

Steven Jacobson: I'm not sure exactly who that group is myself but it is -- it is -- it is a group of
the -- what is it, the…
Female:

If you don't know who you're going to give you to…

Steven Jacobson: …the division. No, I know who I'm going to give it to, I'm going to give it to
the -- to the head of the unit but I don't know who is -- who is on the -- on the
committee. Okay. So anyways, it's directed to me as being recorded here, it's
being recorded over there, it's being double recorded to make sure we don't
miss anything. Please have the courtesy to the state within the time limits.
On other islands we've had problems where there were 10, 15 people at the
end of the hearing who weren't able to speak. We like to avoid that if it all
possible. Okay. All right. If you -- the speakers, if you could go up to that
area. I'm just going to call people in the order in which they signed up on the
sign in sheet. It looks -- I have a feeling there's a bunch of people out there.
Female:

Yes.

Steven Jacobson: There is. Okay. And the room is pretty much -- they're going to stop
admitting people in a few minutes, okay, to be -- so it will be like a second
shift. So we'll hear the testimony from everybody here, then we'll ask those
folks to go on out and we then bring the [0:04:23 inaudible] in. Okay. Patty
Kaliher followed by Sarah Silva followed by DJ Star. And can you just go up
there, please?
Patty Kaliher:

Aloha kakou. We'll just [0:04:40 inaudible]. I have a masters in food and
health and I work for the health department from '87 to the 1980. My mother
was a public health nurse and she told me and this is her words exactly,
[0:04:53 inaudible] we got off sound I have ever heard is the sound of a child
who'd been coughing. The cough has a whistle and aloof and they struggled
to try and get air into the lungs. That is pertussis. That is what's included in
the immunization for Diptheria, Pertussis and Tetanus. Those children who
do not always survive that many of them dies and pertussis is back. Pertussis
[0:05:26 inaudible] in this country because people aren't immunizing.
And I just want to touch on the faith of those [0:05:36 inaudible] who
published the study that said there was a connection between autism and
immunization. It's no connection. That was published in 1998 and it is totally
false. We now -- they now have found a gene for autism. So research has
gone a long way since 1998. I'm concerned about young mothers that might
have cervical cancer. I'm concerned about babies being born blind because
mothers were so [0:06:11 inaudible]. And I just wonder from time where our
social conscience is. Because those babies who died of pertussis or whooping
cough, their death lies on the heads of the parents who did not immunize their

children. And I would say this one thing for mothers who died of cervical
cancer because their children -- because others didn't immunize their children.
Steven Jacobson: Could you please try to finish up?
Patty Kaliher:

Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Thank you for your time. I think there's [0:06:42 inaudible]. Next is
Sarah Silva followed by DJ -- we'll see…
DJ Star:

DJ Star.

Steven Jacobson: …DJ Star followed by Tony L.
Sarah Silva:

So my name is Sarah Silva and I'm from [0:06:53 crosstalking] I'm a mother
of four. I strongly oppose HAR 11-157 where there is [0:06:59 crosstalking]
must rejoice. Serious adverse reaction [0:07:04 crosstalking] in relation to
Gardasil 18 that are not [0:07:08 inaudible] and collapses GuillainBarré Syndrome transfers my [0:07:12 inaudible] multiple sclerosis study that
many of the more serious side effects of Gardasil vaccination are immunebased inflammatory neurodegenerative disorders suggested something is
causing the immune system program detrimental weight sometimes being
[0:07:29 inaudible].
One of the leading theories revolves around the AC balloon is an adverse
event. Chris Exley, PhD Professor of Bioinorganic Chemistry from Keele
University and a leading expert on aluminum notes that all the available
evidence indicates aluminum is toxic to the big substances. He, like many
others, suspect it's aluminum ad-events in vaccines that cause majority of
severe adverse reactions. What the cervical cancer rate in the US is 12
[0:07:55 inaudible] by Merck's on the admission. Gardasil may cost more
than 2,300 serious adverse events or 100,000. Is it really reasonable to risk
2,300 serious adverse events which includes sudden death and hopes of
preventing false cases of cervical cancer in 100,000 -- sorry I'm nervous.
[0:08:14 inaudible] from Merck also shows that Gardasil vaccination may
actually increase your risk of cervical cancer by 44.6% if you have not been -if you have been exposed to HPV strain 16 or 18 prior to vaccination which
they are not testing for before they give this vaccine out. Do you see why
extraordinary risk just to prevent an infection has cleared up by most people
without a problem? And on October 14 [0:08:40 inaudible] October 14 or by
October 14, sorry [0:08:43 inaudible], 54,121 [0:08:49 inaudible] that are
supported made to the federal vaccine adverse events recording system
including 333 deaths following administration of either Gardasil type 4 or 9
strain. It's also….

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Could you please try and finish up please?
Sarah Silva:

Yes. It's also partly realized that Gardasil was approved after being tested
fewer than 1,200 children under the age of 16. They've been to mandate this
for children aged 12 to 13. Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Just -- [0:09:17 inaudible] hadn't got up.
Female:

Should I give this to you? This is the Gardasil [0:09:19 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Certainly, certainly. I can take any written testimony if people want to leave.
And what I wanted to say was -- okay. We have on the board the addresses
for testimony, could be given until the deadline, Wednesday, December 26th
at 4:00 PM. Written testimony can either be sent to that email address or by
post office mail or both and it's effective and will be considered just as much
as the oral testimony will be. So you're not just limited to the limited amount
of time we have but you can stand in anything or just about any light anybody
wishes to have fully considered. If you want to cite cases, if you want to cite
case studies, put the reference in your written testimony so that's in front of -that's in front of people. Okay, go ahead. Thank you.
DJ Star:

I'm really grateful to be here today because I was one of those people that
when I was given the DPT vaccine, I almost died. I was rushed to emergency
room. So it has an emotional connection for me to be able to speak in here. I
really appreciate everybody doing all the research and the data giving that
across [0:10:31 inaudible]. I hope that by looking at the data that they'll be
able to give informed choice that I think deserve to be, the fact that our
taxpayers money has put up $3.2 billion to pay for people who have been
affected negatively by vaccines. To me, that one [0:10:53 inaudible] says it
all. And I just had one request, that must be please keep your laws off my
body. Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Okay. The next speaker is Tony L, to be followed by Maria
Martino and then Gregory Tronier.
Gregory Tronier:

You got it right.

Steven Jacobson: Good. Oh, thank you. Okay. Go ahead, please.
Toni L:

Toni L. [0:11:19 inaudible] this is my testimony and I strongly opposed HAR
157. I don't want any part of it. I'm an anti-vaxxer for over 30 years. I don't
inject toxic, poisons into my children and I don't want you to do it into
humanity. In Hawaii right now, 5% of the population is not [0:11:37
inaudible] 40,000 people who are on [0:11:41 inaudible]. They didn't even
know to come today. The Department of Health didn't know [0:11:45
inaudible] body. I put it on the newspaper, I put it on the radio, I put it on the

newsletter, I've held meetings, I invited people, I emailed, I talked about it and
that's why there's a large group here.
Next time we have a meeting, you know, invite everybody then schedule other
time that it is not a day before Christmas vacation when we're in traffic. Kids
were in school. This place -- so this HAR 11-157, it proposes that from now
on that Department of Health will do whatever they say. They just wanted,
whatever they say that's what we get on without having to come to the
Department of Health to ask, you know, what about this.
So I'm asking the Department of Health for help. So if this is a runaway train
[0:12:33 inaudible], the CDC and the AMA are -- they're together. The CDC
owns over 20 of those immunization packs, of course they want to push them
through. We're the local community here today say, I want to stop this
runaway train. We're not getting paid like the doctors are to push them
through. We also oppose HAR 157 [0:12:59 crosstalking] medical records
will need to be private. That's all a reality as part as the [0:13:07 inaudible]
HIPAA.
What I really like to ask is to stop bullying us because the doctors bully us, the
Department of Health bullies us, the nurses, the teachers, the schools. And,
yet, President Trump has promised the American people that his
administration would vigorously uphold the rights of conscientious of judges
and religious exemptions. So this right is being chopped. And if you continue
to threaten us and bully us, then we can turn you in. So I am submitting the
documentation today where to submit when a doctor or nurse threatens you or
warns you…
Steven Jacobson: Okay [ crosstalking] can you please finish up please?
Toni L:

I'm not done yet.

Steven Jacobson: I know. Could you please finish up though?
Toni L:

Yes.

Steven Jacobson: Okay, thank you.
Toni L:

When the doctors warn you, you can turn them in and I have the information,
you can come to me and say where to report them to. The trend is today that
more and more people are not vaccinating. The trend is today there's more
and more people trying to stop that. They went to California, West Virginia
and Mississippi and made it mandatory immunizations but yet the next state
stop it because they stood up and spoke against it and that's what I'm doing
here today. We don't want more mandatory shots. We want those shots
investigated. Get the toxic ingredients out of them.

We're also asking this, I finish up on my last page, we're asking [0:14:35
inaudible]. We're requesting the Congress to appeal the 1986 National
Childhood Vaccine Injury Act which instead led the pharmaceutical
companies off the hook, they're not liable for injuries. We like that reverse
and change. Would you agree? Would you like that?
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Excuse me. Can you please finish -- can you please finish up?
Toni L:

Yeah, this is my last thing.

Steven Jacobson: I understand. With this -- excuse me. The subject -- the subject...
Toni L:

[0:14:59 inaudible] pharmaceutical drugs, would you agree? Yeah [0:15:04
inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Please finish, ma'am. Ma'am?
Toni L:

[0:15:06 inaudible] I keep quiet. I'm on my last [0:15:08 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Yes, yes. But this isn't about the federal act, this is about the proposed
regulations here, okay? So if you could please confine your testimony to
what's being proposed?
Toni L:

What's being proposed on HA 157 is that they increase to more shots right
now.

Steven Jacobson: I understand that.
Toni L:

I'm requesting that they don't increase anymore.

Steven Jacobson: But you're asking for legislation -- [0:15:31 inaudible] be sent to the federal
government et cetera and that's really not what we're talking about today.
Toni L:

Why don't you let me just finish? I only get three things left to say.

Steven Jacobson: Oh, why don't you please finish quickly then? Okay.
Toni L:

I will. I would like to request that our medical records be kept private, would
you agree?

Female:

Yes.

Toni L:

I would request to do not allow our children to be used as test subjects where
you're testing every immunization on them.

Female:

Yes.

Steven Jacobson: If you [0:16:00 inaudible]
Toni L:

We would like to request to take out toxic ingredients out of the [0:16:05
inaudible] shots [0:16:07 inaudible]. And last but not the least, to stop
mandating how we choose to live our lives and what medical procedures
would have to do. What's next if we let them get away with this? [0:16:18
inaudible]

[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Okay. The next speaker is Maria Martino followed by Gregory Tronier
followed by Stasia Estep.
Maria Martino: Hi.
Steven Jacobson: Hi.
Maria Martino: I'm here to oppose -- vigorously oppose HAR 157. First thing I want to say is
they talked about the testing, these studies that they say are confirming that
these vaccines are safe. Well, there are no truly -- true placebo effect studies
to indicate anything about safety. So before you go injecting into tiny babies
and young girls with the HPV, you need to do studies before the State of
Hawaii says yes, we're going to do this. They need to go back and look at
what these studies are. So the other thing I want to talk about is that in 1983,
there were 22 doses of 7 vaccines by the age of 6. In 2017, there are 50 doses
of 14 vaccines by 6 years old. And in 1983, 24 doses of 7 vaccines by 18. In
2017, 69 doses of 16 vaccines by age of 18. Where is it going to stop? And
our kids are not getting any healthier. It's not supported by studies as I've
said. So we've got to stop increasing, increasing with no [0:18:28 inaudible]
site and no studies that have been done that are truly effective, that tell us the
truth.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Okay, Gregory Tronier followed by Stasia
Estep followed by Jessica Penner.
Gregory Tronier: I'm here to oppose this bill. I'm anti-vaccine and I've got a choice and I
want my choice to be my choice. I don't want someone telling me what I have
to have to do. When I was in the army invasive training, we were giving
every vaccine to old man and I ended up in the hospital twice with pneumonia
during these training. And then during the next seven years while I was in the
army, twice a year, they would send us in, we get vaccinated, I'd be sick for
the next two or three weeks. I think that's damaged my immune system. I
have been very careful during [0:19:22 inaudible] because I catch everything.
And this had personal effect on me.

Like I said, if you want to get vaccinated, that's your business. I don't want
somebody telling me what I have to do and what I have to do with my
children. It's just unacceptable it's kind of like abortion. I'm anti-abortion but
I've got a choice. Go choice.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Stasia Estep, Jessica Penner and Harvest
Edmonds.
Stasia Estep:

Aloha. My name is Stasia Estep and I'm an opposition to R11- 157. The fact
[0:20:02 inaudible] is what the woman just behind us -- behind me said, it
was at safety testing for vaccines fails the golden standard of every other
pharmaceutical drug. Among the failings are adjuvant safety testing,
individually and when combined as administered on schedule. Listed in the
Vaccine Excipient & Media Summary, so known adjuvants are formaldehyde,
[0:20:25 inaudible] oxidant and all ammonium sulfate, human serum albumin,
human diploid fibroblast cell, culture study 538, human diploid cells MRC5.
Fun fact, vaccine creator Stanley Plotkin admitted in deposition earlier this
year that during the said vaccine development, it took 76 supported theses to
get the right tissues need protocol check. Also included is [0:20:51 inaudible]
serum, Monkey Kidney Cells, African green monkey vero cells, porcine
derived gelatin and porcine circoviruses in [0:20:58 inaudible] as well as
[0:20:59 inaudible] proteins. There are 60 or more so medochemical human
and animal organisms as adjuvant including chemical [0:21:06 inaudible] still
in [0:21:09 inaudible] the best. This is what's being mandated into our keiki's
muscle tissue. If that isn't alarming, I just say unlisted contaminants
discovered in vaccines in these studies [0:21:18 inaudible]. From Italy in
2017 and '18 would be a surprise.
Contaminants found include Barium, Lead, stainless steel, Tungsten, Gold,
Zinc, Platinum, Silver, Bismuth, Iron, Chromium, Lead particles,
morphologies and red cells human or animal origin is in them and debris
because that's what aluminum, bromide, silicon, potassium and titanium. In
some, they could also not find the protein antigens that the vaccines were
supposed to have. Other independent tests [0:21:45 inaudible].
Now for aluminum, many childhood vaccines contain that. Aluminum is a
known neurotoxin. After learning that many placebos used in safety studies
including HPV are either other vaccines or aluminum adjuvant, I was
surprised and I hope this [0:21:59 inaudible]. Placebos are supposed to be
[0:22:03 inaudible] great placebo. If injected aluminum, I mean, [0:22:07
inaudible] from here on out, placebos where themselves shown to cause
damaged with that nullified studies plus the control contained this harmful
substance. You may be surprised to hear that they do cause harm.

There's one study known as the [0:22:19 inaudible] study that's from the
vaccine advocate reference finding question about [0:22:23 inaudible]. It
came under severe scrutiny this year from leading experts in the world of
neurotoxins [0:22:28 inaudible]. In the paper, criticizing the methods have
been like a study. The authors also mentioned other countries to the studies
implicating aluminum containing vaccines in chronic illness. Now, the
occurrence of myalgia and arthralgia chronic fatigue and neurological
disorders following multiple injections of aluminum containing vaccines
against Hep B, tetanus and HPV having recorded in many countries, Australia,
Canada, Denmark, France, United Kingdom, Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Portugal and USA. Recent studies have regarded IS poorly biodegradable as a
potential [0:23:02 inaudible] seriously unsafe especially in the case of overimmunization and immature altered blood brain area. As well as having
potential for neurotoxic effects after long term accumulation.
Steven Jacobson: Could you please try to finish up?
Stasia Estep:

Yeah, I'm getting there. To summarize the study work, here's a summary of
what a decade of emerging science on [0:23:21 inaudible] using. It can and
care for any development remain in the brain much longer than that is brought
into the brain by [0:23:26 inaudible] that grab IA from the vaccine injections
and be circulated. And they actually be worse when injected in small doses
repeatedly like in vaccination and remarkably high levels of aluminum have
been found in brains of people diagnosed with autism. Those were all side
cited. All right. I realized these change about changes in the already
mandated at schedule on those exams. But after reviewing sites, please
explain how mandating injections have even more aluminum and other toxic
adjuvants into our children will benefit than in the long term.
We hear you that they can achieve less cases of a huge childhood illness. I'm
not saying that they are useless but are they faultless? Well, emerging science
says no and it is looking bleak in regard to long term damage far worse than
the vaccine [0:24:08 inaudible] suggest. Not all children are made the same
and -- are made the same and looking for mandate is a mistake. Before
making [0:24:18 inaudible] with the most mandatory vaccination for public
education, let's wait and see what comes with these aluminum studies. Did the
pediatricians and nurses here know this and other information shared? If you
do, how could you not inform us of this and if you don't, then why the hell
don't you? Do each of you got about 8 to 10 hours….

Steven Jacobson: Please finish up.
Stasia Estep:

Yes, I'm almost done. Do each of you got about 8 to 10 hours of videos? The
[0:24:40 inaudible] also about HPV and at least to do hundred written
testimonies, the study [0:24:42 inaudible]. We expect you to answer our
questions and knowledgeable reference is for citation. You have some work

to do. Do it and then honestly make a potential [0:24:53 inaudible] of your
decision. How much long term risks are you be subjected to because you're
careless [0:24:59 inaudible] and outdated science. You have been given
notice.
Where there scientifically proven risks, there must be choice, one that doesn't
take away our children's right to public education. I have faith in the decision
makers of DOH and the pediatricians and healthcare professionals, you are
people agrees and willing to listen and are big enough to change course and
the facts were a change. You are leaders and we are depending on you to do
more advanced research and read more than what is handed to you. Listen
and learn. I have no doubt that there are outside corporate [0:25:29 inaudible]
rushing to give these changes down to [0:25:31 inaudible] knowledge on the
subject [0:25:35 inaudible] every child in the state [0:25:39 inaudible].
Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Go ahead.
Jessica Penner: Hi. My name is Jessica Penner and I oppose HAR 11-157. I was born and
raise on Hawaii. I'm a mother of three and I'm an advocate for the health of
our children which is limiting their exposure to any toxic chemicals including
the ones in vaccines. This rule doubles the number of vaccines required for
our children to enter school and it feels like we're sicker than ever, so let's
look at the facts. New US spend over $10,000 per person per year on
healthcare. This is twice as much as all other developed nations.
According to the CDC, 60% of all US adults have one chronic health
condition and 40% have two or more. As of 2011, 54% of all children in the
US have a chronic health conditions such as asthma, eczema, hay fever,
[0:26:30 inaudible] infant allergies, celiac disease, obesity, diabetes, autism,
ADHD, learning disability or severe metabolic [0:26:36 inaudible]. One of
six children has a developmental disability and 13 of our children now
requires special education. The CDC will tell you that they do not know what
is driving these chronic conditions but that they are sure it's not vaccines. Can
we trust them though?
Male:

No.

Jessica Penner: Members of the CDC and ACIP, the people who decide which vaccines
become mandated, can and do individually ownership in over 15 vaccine
related patents. ACIP number at that time [0:27:01 inaudible] office and this
would ask about this potential conflict of interest in 1999. "I am a co-holder
of a patent for a rotavirus vaccine. If this vaccine were to become a routine
recommended vaccine, I would make money of that. When I review the
safety data, am I biased?" That answer is really easy, absolutely not. Well,
rise the doctor office rotavirus vaccine were sold in 2009 for $182 million and

we estimate that you receive between $29 million and $42 million for the sale
of that vaccine.
And guess what vaccine is being added to the schedule? His rotavirus
vaccine. What do you know? But that's not even the worse information I'm
presenting today. The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986
removed all liability for vaccine manufacturers and tax held [0:27:50
inaudible] sole responsibility of ensuring vaccine safety. This law also
stipulated that HHS file reports every two years documenting their efforts on
vaccine safety and reducing adverse effects. They were recently sued for
access to these reports and lost and conceded that they had never, not once in
31 years, done a single safety study or report to the Senate on their efforts
regarding vaccine safety. They are in direct violation of the law and this fact
alone is enough to invalidate their demands on us to vaccinate our children.
Global vaccine revenues have gone from hundreds of millions in 1980s and
'70s to over $32.2 billion in 2014 and expected to almost double to nearly $60
billion in 2020. Pharmaceutical companies are the most powerful lobbying
group in the United States and have spent over $4 billion persuading our
politicians to enact capable legislation. They spend 50% more money than the
next most powerful lobbying group, the insurance industry and the outspend
oil and gas [0:28:46 inaudible].
Our government has a history of failing to protect us from high profit
industries, big lead, big oil, big ad, tobacco, Big Pharma. The situation is
unfortunately just another chapter of the same old story. We, as parents, are
the last line of our children's defense. Do not make this [0:29:02 inaudible]
doing more vaccines or free educated -- the free education granted to a study
in United States Constitution. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Okay. Harvest Edmonds, Nayera Gendron,
sorry, and then followed by Astrid David -- oh, Astrid Doulson. Okay. Okay.
Harvest Edmonds: Hi, my name is Harvest Edmonds and I strongly opposed HAR 11-157.
I'm going to start my testimony with questions for the decision makers at the
Department of Health as well as any state legislators that might be either
hearing this or reading it regarding the potential addition of the HPV vaccine
to the mandatory list of vaccines needed for children who go to public school.
These are the questions, why is the HPV vaccine so heavily marketed for
starters? Why make a vaccine for a disease that afflicts way less than 1% of
people in their lifetime? Why include ingredients that are toxic especially
high doses of ingredients that scientists have objected to and with documented
toxicity to reproductive organs?
This is what they wanted in -- shape into our 10- to 12-year old girls and boys.
Why use placebos in the testing that has been done by pharmaceutical

companies that contained both high doses of aluminum as well as Polysorbate
80. These are serious questions and they need thoughtful deliberation from
the Department of Health. When US introduced the human papillomavirus
HPV in 2006, cervical cancer rates have been steadily declining for several
decades. This was mostly due to successful and routine cervical cancer
screening. This is -- HPV is an illness that women have a lifetime risk of
being diagnosed with that .6% and usually is diagnosed around age 47 years
old.
And right now, they are targeting girls and boys, 11 years old on up to 26.
And for the young boys, it's to prevent a very rare anal antenna cancers, a
disease that points, yeah, it's .2% of men in their lifetime. Diverse medical
journal has about more some very appalling statistics about this vaccine. The
serious adverse event rate of 1 and 15 at 7% and a death rate among the
vaccinated of 14 per 10,000. The death rate for cervical cancer is 0.23 per
10,000. And actually, as other people have mentioned that only 10 -approximately 10% or 1% to 10% of these reactions even got notified to the
CDC. Let's see here. I'm trying to cut it short. So there are hundreds of
thousand reported incidents around the world of the HPV vaccine. And we
don't want to be discarded any more as simple antidotes or coincidences. Our
children and our grandchildren are not antidotes to us.
Steven Jacobson: Yeah, please finish up.
Harvest Edmonds: Pardon:
Steven Jacobson: Please finish up.
Harvest Edmonds: Almost done. Okay. So let's hurry. Okay. So another thing that HPV
vaccines because they do contained aluminum, this has been documented with
the potential to induce autoimmune self attack including on the reproductive
organs, again, being injected into young girls. So vaccine believers, which
there are many that we know, must accept that like all drugs, vaccines can and
do have thousands of documented long term adverse reactions. Because these
responses are mediated by the individual's unique immune system, they are
diverse, unpredictable and profound. Why does the CDC and our own Health
Department, Department of Health brush off 45,277 reports of adverse events
including neurological and reproductive systems among symptoms -- excuse
me, among young women of child-bearing age. More studies must be done.
the precautionary rule must apply so that our children do not needlessly suffer
from the state by the CDC and our Department of Health of making HPV a
mandatory vaccine.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony.

Nayera Gendron: Hello, my name is Nayera Pajol Gendron. I am anti-vacs. I've never been
vaccinated neither of my children. I strongly opposed HR 11-157 and
specifically 0.6 and it has reporting requirements from medical and religious
exemptions. We currently have exemptions for medical and religious and we
don't want that to change at all. And I feel that we should also add
philosophical exemptions to the State of Hawaii. I would like to submit
exhibit A where President Trump proposed to American people that -promised the American people that his administration would vigorously
uphold the rights of conscious and religious freedom. That promise is being
kept today.
The founding fathers knew of that a nation that respects conscious rights is
more diverse and more free. And OCR's new division will help make that
visionary update. Also President Trump commissioned Robert Kennedy to
investigate the pharmaceutical immunizations. It is against the constitutional
rights to force American citizens to inject poisons with unknown side effects
into our bodies and the bodies of our children, against our will and without a
right to choose. The universal declaration of human rights adopted in 1948
after World War II states that everybody has the right to freedom of thought,
conscious and religion and this right includes freedom to change his religion
and belief and freedom either alone or in a community and others and a public
or private to manifest his religion or belief in teaching practice, worship and
of service.
The US Supreme Court issued vaccines are unavoidably unsafe. In 2011, the
US Supreme Court agreed that -- with what Congress said in 1986 that is
government licensed vaccines are unavoidably unsafe. The pharmaceutical
corporation should not be liable for vaccine injuries and deaths. Today, when
your child dies or is permanently brain injured after vaccination or -- and a
vaccine fails to protect your child, you cannot hold the vaccine manufacturer
or doctor who gave the vaccine accountable in court or in fact other jury it
appears.
With this pre-passed in 2011 and 2012, the multibillion dollar vaccine
machine powered by medical trade industry in government ruled into the
legislation of Washington, Vermont and other states with the goal of
eliminating religious and conscious vaccine exemptions that have been in
placed in the US for more than half a century. NVIC has worked with
families and other grassroots organizations to protect vaccines exemptions in
15 states. But in 2015, Vermont lost the conscious exemption and California
lost the personal belief exemption protecting both exercised in conscious and
religious beliefs.
There are 3 general statements about vaccines in the US that cannot be
disputed which are one, life prescription drugs, vaccines are pharmaceutical
products that carry a risk of injury, death and failure. Number two, there are

generic biological and bimanual high risk doctors that make some individuals
more susceptible to vaccine reactions. But doctors cannot predict who will be
harmed. Number three, the US Congress and Supreme Court have declared
government license and mandated vaccines to be unavoidably unsafe. And
more than $3 million in federal vaccine injury compensation has been
awarded to children and adults under the National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Act of 1986. These 3 basic talks about vaccine affect your human right,
exercise freedom of thought, conscious and religious belief.
Steven Jacobson: Could you please try to finish up?
Nayera Gendron:

I'm almost done.

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Nayera Gendron: Because vaccines can injure or kill and doctors cannot predict who will be
harmed and the US government has acknowledged that fact and identify from
simple corporations and doctor. While awarding financial compensations, the
children or adults who have been injured and died from government licensed
vaccines, you have the human right to exercise informed consent, freedom and
conscious and religious belief when making a decision about vaccines for
yourself or a minor.
But whatever your sincere religious beliefs, you do not have to be a member
of an organization -- organized religion or church to uphold them and design
your human right to exercise freedom of conscious. In America, you should
have -- you should not have to live in fear but you will be judged or punished
for exercising freedom of conscious and religious belief. I, as a mother,
believe that my children were made perfectly by God and that there's no
reason to put poisons into my child's body that could potentially cause harm.
Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. We have Astrid Duolson to be followed by Shannon Nerring to be
followed by Felicia Cowden.
Astrid Duolson: Aloha. My name is Astrid Duolson. I'm a mother [0:39:11 inaudible] and I
want to start -- I want to remind everybody it doesn't matter on which side we
are, we all have one in common, one thing in common, we're all here for the
kids and that we all don't forget about this and say a lot of this the choices in
the middle, none of this -- yeah, [0:39:29 inaudible]. So I oppose 11-157
strongly first of all, adding the childcare facilities to this bill on cases. You
stop the old bill -- the old rule those from preschool to K12, you know,
[0:39:51 inaudible]. And also, in my research Kauai High Schools [0:39:56
inaudible] childcare facilities, we are not [0:39:59 inaudible] about this. They
cannot even come today because they have the last day in school today.
[0:40:05 inaudible] they did not know. I've been holding meetings, trying to

understand all this, informing people about the changes. And I spend my last
three weeks, you know, not spending with family, getting [0:40:20 inaudible]
just getting into this bill explaining it to people and trying to get people
involved.
I oppose strongly also the paragraph [0:40:27 inaudible] day to add that new
vaccines to -- they already have a good face college, [0:40:34 inaudible] girls
and they need six more vaccines added overall especially HPV, I don't get
this. This alone makes this full package of this, for me, the most and achieve
[0:40:44 inaudible] has to be proposed. I mean, tell me why we need HPV in
place. And I don't really know about all the other ones because I don't have
the time in three weeks to get down to the core of all the other ones that are
proposed on government.
I strongly opposed of the Exhibit B that we allow -- that we have let it adopt
ACIP's general and practice guidelines for immunization. This state is not
being clear that like an occupied state and now we're giving away, the Court
of Hawaii, sweet [0:41:18 inaudible] guidelines to the mainland to decide for
us to -- yeah, that we have to adopt the rules when they try something. It's
pretty schedules and little details. I could not go to this 200-page document. I
don't have the time to it. I'm opposing this.
Steven Jacobson: Could you please try to finish up?
Astrid Duolson: I oppose the sections. This whole change is invalidate for me because what
you guys didn't know to include is how you want to do this in a medical
exemption form, just outgrowing what they look like. We can -- can it be
hard for people that need medical exemptions? This -- it's [0:42:00 inaudible],
it's invalid for me this case. [0:42:05 inaudible] and also the reporting part,
you made all these rules report and I know what's already happening but half
of you lawyers and attorneys track, you have been lying as a family, education
for ethics and [0:42:20 inaudible]. Exchanging our names -- kid's names to
the Department of Health, I ask everybody who has a medical and religious
exemption, nobody ever remember signing a paper or even knowing about
that our names getting report to the Department of Health, nobody. So please
check if this is even legal what you're doing. I have so much more to say but I
would write through emails.
Steven Jacobson: Well, you can also write it anymore for that address.
Astrid Duolson: [0:42:48 inaudible]
Steven Jacobson: Okay, okay.
Astrid Duolson: I'm educating for three weeks people about this and one more thing,
Department of Health, you did not a good job [0:42:56 inaudible] what this

means. You're sounding it as cheap, as just an update if you look into the
details and me, as a mom, had to do this. It's more than just an update. It's an
insult to the Hawaiian nation.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Shannon Nerring, Felicia Cowden and Matthew Barrett.
Shannon Nerring:

Hi.

Steven Jacobson: Hi.
Shannon Nerring: I'm Shannon Nerring. I strongly opposed 11-157. I'm going to speak
[0:43:26 inaudible] congratulations to people I've heard so far for your details
and the connect that you get into this. I'm going to speak more of this
[0:43:34 inaudible] make it a little more magical because I'm pretty sick and
vile of this. We have a right to choose what we inject into our bloodstream,
[0:43:41 inaudible]. And imagine if you will a country where 1% control
almost all the wealth and power that you lose in Big Pharma and the other
99% are so damn pretty much [0:43:51 inaudible] get that way and I think
that's a bit of what's happening right now.
First, our entire mainstream food supplement and drug supplies become so
collective. Companies we trusted for decades are committing heinous crimes
in any of the profit. Just today, I read an article, it's mainstream media about
Johnson&Johnson, there's metal in their vitamins on there. And there's a
three-year old in the hospital nearly dead with metal in her stomach and
intestines. Nice. Same company that had admitted to putting asbestos in their
baby powder, okay? So this is how careful these companies are with our
health, our good health.
Daily, I read articles and I'm very up on this stuff even though I'm not as detail
oriented this time. I read articles on vaccine injury. A new father was
hospitalized recently for the flu vaccine with extreme nerve damage, couldn't
open his eyes, could not walk, he's on -- he's on complete life support right
now. That's what flu vaccine. There's nothing wrong with him. He had a
brand new baby, one year old, there he is in the hospital for Christmas. Yeah
[0:44:48 inaudible].
I've also read everybody [0:44:51 inaudible], the whole. He just got the
pneumonia vaccine. I didn't even know they had a pneumonia vaccine. This
is scary territory. He was hospitalized, okay? He's out camp, her recovering.
The other father I just mentioned, I don't know, this was all written in the last
two days I've read this articles. Okay. So this is like happening constantly.
Deaths from the HPV vaccine, one that we're all extremely concern about are
climbing now that it's becoming mainstream count. These other mothers and
fathers have talked about how their once bright and lively toddler went from
happy go lucky to stone faced shortly after the MMR vaccine.

This is really frightening. To tell us that we have to do this is crazy. I read all
these stories and now I have to vaccinate my children with this thing. No.
Both of my children are non-vaccinated. I've fought for this. I've read about
it. And I made very conscious decisions about this. It will not happen on my
watch.
So -- and like somebody here mentioned before, these big companies control
the government. There are one and a half, almost two pharmaceutical lobbyist
for US standard, okay. Do you know how much money they're [0:45:50
inaudible] to the senators, the people running our country, so that they can sell
their drugs and sell their lives and get us all addicted to the pharmaceuticals.
They want to sit and depend for the rest of our lives. The science behind
vaccines, I'm not actually opposed to, it's good science. It's the adjuvants that
they put in the vaccines, right, the heavy amount, the extremely toxic heavy
amount. We're talking mercury, we're talking mercury. Everybody knows
mercury is a known neurotoxin. They say it disappears from the blood stream
in a couple days, guess what, it gets into the plasma of the brain and it reach
high, it's never gone. It's in your body forever unless you do a very serious
heavy metal detox which is really difficult thing to do. Trust me. I've tried it.
Okay. So many people are suffering from heavy metal toxicity due to
vaccines and various other drugs and things that they're putting in our foods
and drugs as well. Aluminum, somebody brought it up, first studied in 1926.
It's a known neurotoxin, talk about dementia, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's. One
in eight seniors will get this. Now, we're getting up to 104. These numbers
are changing. Everything is funny, it's really sickening what's happening to
our populations.
Formaldehyde, used to embalm dead bodies, really high inject that to your
body, fine. Pinadol, why would some of the kids have peanut allergies. It
was used as preservative in vaccines. Okay? [0:47:04 inaudible]. MSG, a
known neurotoxin. Who here would eat anything with MSG in it? It's now in
the vaccines. It's a preservative. Also DNA residue gelatin and antibiotics, do
we have enough antibiotics, are they not -- we can have it on our biomes
already, killing us, making us sick, chronic disease. [0:47:19 inaudible] I'm
talking really fast, so I get this [0:47:22 inaudible].
Steven Jacobson: Yeah.
Shannon Nerring: Now listed are some of the bacterial and viral contaminants that are put
into vaccines and it concludes their particular fragmented matters. It's very
serious. Connect the dots, these are not saving lives. These are creating
chronic disease. They may not be killing people on the spot, but it's killing
them years later and it's making us stuck in that medical system and
hospitalized. People are dying longer. It's [0:47:46 inaudible] I want to die

[0:47:47 inaudible] 120 years old, that's when I want to go. In 1983, before
the autism…
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Could you -- could you please finish up?
Shannon Nerring:

… epidemic begin, children -- yes, I'm hurrying…

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Shannon Nerring: …received 10 vaccinations before attending school and the autism
incidents is 1 in 10,000. Okay. This is just recently as 1983. Now, 24 plus
vaccines in the first year of life and these are all stats, I think it's higher, 36
plus by the time they start school, the rate of autism now is 1 in a 150. It's
probably like 1 in a 100.
Female:

[0:48:13 inaudible] 44.

Shannon Nerring:
Male:

Okay.

1 in 40.

Shannon Nerring: I mean, nuts, right? Okay. So almost done, because I have a really good
point to make that you all have to [0:48:22 inaudible] till I read one. But
anyway, right now, there's like over a million children with autism. It's really
sick and it is -- the scientific and the evidence out there is just too compound.
Vaccines are not tested. Somebody -- to avoid their job [0:48:37 inaudible] of
explaining how untested these things are. We are human guinea pigs. But it
cannot happen and we are making billions of dollars for Big Pharma. Yay.
Us. And independent -- okay, the last thing, this is the last thing I'm going to
say and I'm getting out of here.
Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Shannon Nerring: China, okay, guess who is now the largest vaccine manufacturer on the
planet? China. Would you eat any food from China? It is so full that they are
[0:49:02 inaudible] and polluted and now they are the largest, they are making
these vaccines. They and half of our 400 bio pharmaceutical companies
making vaccines in poor quality drugs that are spread across the world, getting
pulled from child and people died. Okay. That's China. And the FDA has
admitted, the FDA has admitted, it inspects only 1.8% of the 714 drug firms in
China now. Do you find that a little scary? 1.8%. And they only have to do
it once every 13 years. Those are the rules. No, thank you. Get my children
out of this twisted program.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Felicia Cowden, Matthew Barrett and Cynthia, something that starts
with an L or a P. Could we go try to keep -- not go quite so long? I just got
10 other, I've got more speakers in the end then…
Felicia Cowden: Okay. [0:49:58 inaudible].
Steven Jacobson: Go ahead.
Felicia Cowden: I'm Felicia Cowden and I oppose HAR 11-157 also. As a citizen, I will own
that I had a child with adverse vaccine reaction to the [0:50:13 inaudible]
element of the DPT shot, really hard reaction. So my child who's never had
another pertussis. It also happens that my sons were vaccinated in that little
wind old time when thimerosal was in there. So I always had [0:50:28
inaudible] and hold myself as widely accountable is that while there's a
reading difficulty. You know, is there a part of that? You know, I don't
know.
But as a new council member, what I really want to say, there's been all this
really good testimony about science and facts. I want to talk about broken
trust in government. And so what I oppose the most is the coercive nature of
this vaccine and I know that like when my kids were in school, like had a little
letter home that only because I found it. Unless you said no, don't give him a
flu shot, they were going to give the flu shot. So I invest that flu shot
[overlapping] the person I know how to love this but well guess what, that flu
shot wasn't design as flu shot. It was -- it's really distracting for me the
conversation. Attention please. It's really distracting.
Steven Jacobson: Yes, please keep going.
[overlapping]
Steven Jacobson: Please go ahead. Please continue.
Female:

I'm so sorry.

Felicia Cowden: So the flu shot that was being given wasn't that year's flu shot, it was a year
before and I went -- and I looked on the Department of Health, the
Department of Education, and you know what, it was on the sale rack, right?
So they're putting the pharmaceutical's sale rack in our children's veins. So,
so many of us simply kept our kids out of school that day because we didn't
want to risk, not having it recognized that the signage went in there. So when
we're looking at mandatory vaccines like hepatitis B, they give that on day
one. And the mothers who are pregnant, they get a blood testing to see if
they're carrying it. So this is even for mothers who aren't carrying it which is
the majority of them. They give hepatitis B to a brand new born.

That you get from intravenous drug use and sex, I would say they got some
time, you know. And then when we look at Gardasil, they're required for
schools. That is also a sexually transmitted disease. I've said them on all
these school board, I don't think how any of them are having sex at school. So
when we are coerced to say you don't care if you aren't compliant.
And I'm sorry, the Department of Health isn't listening while I'm talking.
She's here, I'm glad she's been listening, she stopped listening for this, so I'm
noticing. But should I wait? So Gardasils, we're coerces parents that you
don't care about the other kids and you're being contagious like, you know, the
chickenpox or mumps but not for Gardasil.
So when we look at how big are these reactions, and so what I see is many
people for this and other reasons choose not to have their baby in a hospital,
right? Many people are choosing to home school their kids, right? And
maybe both of those things can be good decisions but it shouldn't be a fearbased decision. And I know that that is very often a reason to not send their
kids to school because they don't want to be coerced into it.
And I will say that there are many people who truly believe and their friends
believe because they see how healthy their kid was till two years old and
having the value action and then that kid is not well again. And it's a really
huge risk to demand. Most people especially young parents are compliant
because they don't even know the difference. But it's really important to have
informed choice. There is value that just happened with vaccination but
informed choice is what's fully behind. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Matthew Barrett, Cynthia and then Paul Lucas.
Matthew Barrett: Hi, everyone. I'm Dr. Matthew Barrett, I'm a psychiatrist, I've been
practicing 10 months of the year, I'm on call 28 days a month. I'm the only
psychiatrist in-patient needed here that was relevant in a moment. I'm going
to spare these so many details about what everyone has mostly said that
obviously dangerous. I will just add that vaccine injury is a real thing and that
needs to be considered before giving any injection. Usually, that is a parent's
decision. The doctor can only recommend the treatment. I can only ever say,
"I recommend this, so think this would be helpful." And I give them the
benefits and the risks [0:55:11 inaudible].
To eliminate the parent's right to inform consent for their children is a human
right violation in my opinion. We have the right to decide what goes in our
body. God put us on this planet. We decide what food we put in, who we
have sex with, what we eat, what we inject, what drugs we want to party with.
We decide everything about ourselves and the state, the Department of Health
looks like they're deciding. You know what, we're just going to say all the

thousand children have to get some of these. And that's just, on principle, that
is -- that's wrong in my opinion and I think it should stop right there.
In my practice, in in-patient psychiatry, there's very strict rules about when I
can give somebody the injection against their will. They have to be
imminently dangerous to someone else or themselves. If they are not
imminently dangerous, meaning like using a piece of the pen that they
smashed and trying to attack the nurses with it, if they're not acutely agitated,
I cannot order an injection to settle them down for their own safety.
Someone can come in completely psychotic can be homeless and lived their
whole lives that way and we cannot force an injection on that person even
though it will help their quality of life because they have a right to be crazy.
This is -- this is our God-given right here. I don't want to see the Department
of Health violate any further than they already do. That's my two cents, I
oppose it. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Okay. Cynthia followed by Paul Lucas, followed by Noe
Naumu.
Cynthia Longer: Thank you, State of Kauai, honorable and [0:56:42 inaudible] Congress
persons and Senators. We are mothers, grandmothers, aunts and uncles, we
even treat you to listen. You are charged of the lives to represent the people
of Hawaii. This includes all of us as citizens, parents, the most vulnerable
amongst us, children, infant, even those in the womb. There are three issues
at stake here, one, all of our freedoms; two, safety; three, responsibility. We
are Democracy. It's a stake wise, a hundred percent representative like
Democrats.
Are we to understand the administration of Democrats in the State of Hawaii
are those who remove the most basic freedoms of its people? Will it follow
the socialist, communists or fascists' method of dividing families by ruling
personal freedoms? You will see this as families are overburdened by
damaged children and left to be fully -- further bullied at the legislation of
their elected officials. Will the state be bullied by federal threats or corporate
profits children who are God-given rights to raise their own families as we see
safe?
Remember the story of the wise [0:57:46 inaudible] in the history of United
States. This is splitting of the child. Who is the true advocate for the child?
The person who wants to ruin their lives or that which will save the child?
Who will watch their children suffer but their mother? The Hawaii legislature
create a population, first of all, local workers will be reduced by vaccine given
the fuller after-birth. But critically here, a population's constant dependence
to their needs for added healthcare, added educational services, added housing
and birth to death caretakers. Will we believe or see very soon that Hawaii's

healthcare will be overwhelmed it's housing, healthcare, educational, welfare
systems budgets?
Should unwise legislation be followed by the state against consent followed
by much of the world in removing things like adjuvants and making
vaccinations a choice? One of the places huge additional caretaker burdens
and taxes to pay for such, as homeowners, families has to have somebody to
stay at home to take care of their child in our population. What is Hawaii's
legislation done to ensure our child's safety and why Democrats children take
care in neither country.
Can we directly have a small part in solving a bigger problem by demanding
we use precautionary principle in our vaccine legislation to deep protect the
health and welfare of our citizens without voices, the most vulnerable? Are
these vaccines too proven safe? No. Many people have talked about them.
Do we make them available for people to read the thin print that you can?
This is very important. We just want the autism spectrum issue or bad effect
has gone from 10,000 in 1980s to 1 in 44 children right now. Just 10 years
ago, it was 168. It is not just the consequence as the never vaccinate…
Steven Jacobson: Could you please finish up?
Cynthia Longer: …have been increased proportionately. This fact means that everyone in this
hearing, everyone in the state of the Hawaii will soon be negatively affected
by somebody in their family, child, nephew, niece or neighbors. Never able to
live or share their lives to their God-given potential. Our representatives
[1:00:16 inaudible] is the state ready to admit culpability in this from far more
than approximately 1500 of ASD alone. Our local Kauai population will be
affected.
Does the state understand how difficult and costly it is for Kauai schools to
get retained just even one specialized teachers right now? Until there are lots
opposed to [1:00:39 inaudible] unbiased, unconflicted proven studies, long
term, that showed here to improve your safety, we cannot let them do these
additional vaccines. We demand that they demand to use the precautionary
principle and the protection of our most vulnerable. We demand safety in our
foods, in our cars…
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Please finish…
Cynthia Longer: …you know, anything else. Let's go ahead and do it for our children. The
other accountability, the responsibility, where is the responsibility going to
come from? Where is the $11 to $60 billion a year in 2011? Where will this
economic burden be put? Upon the people or upon the government? Will we
have to cut jobs in government to do so? Because $40,000 or $60,000 per
year is the added cost in 2011 just for the behavioral problems alone than

ASC. The people are not responsible because there is no choice given them.
If this is the way we're going to follow this schedule, there's no need for
mandated vaccinations. The US nearly [1:01:42 inaudible] for sanitary
conditions compared to other places. This is not Africa or Third World island.
We're just the addition of clean water has historically removed most of the
diseases. Why do we shield the drug companies from all liabilities [1:01:56
inaudible].
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Please finish up.
Cynthia Longer: Okay. Almost there. The vaccines created are not accountable [1:02:01
inaudible] by their peers, Republican Hawaii, for any damages even that these
vaccines could easily have been made less toxic. They're completely immune
for damages or from -- to Hawaii's children, our keikis, our future. Big
pharmas had the control. The day after the Supreme Court [1:02:22 inaudible]
losses against company's unsafe vaccines, the Democrat controlled the
Congress approved seatbelt safety. Wow. What's more important? Seatbelts
or what we put into our bodies?
Civil liability could fracture on federal health agencies to replace the use of
contaminated neurotoxic polio vaccine that can paralyze people with [1:02:41
inaudible]. On our urgent, Hawaii Congress and Senators, we demand that
you stand up to this corporate bully as other states that. Please bring common
sense to government. Take down the elephant in the room with our support or
we the people will soon suffer immensely as will you when you're removed
from office and we are forced to remove you more from your group support
retirement, whatever it is. Thank you very much.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Paul Lucas followed by Noe Naumu followed by Kim Kahuonei,
Kahuonei, I'm sorry.
Kim Kahuonei: [1:03:20 inaudible]
Steven Jacobson: I'm trying. Okay.
Paul Lucas:

I am Paul Lucas and I oppose passed bill HAR 1573360. Adding additional
vaccines to a likely less than potential, I would say vaccines for children is
highly dangerous. We already have vaccines that have not been probably
tested. They have been given to small children and have caused autism and
ruin their lives forever. I personally know two mothers who have their child's
life ruined by the MMR vaccine and not one more because of that beautiful
lady [1:03:54 inaudible] while I was waiting to get in here which is totally
unorganized. This place should -- having everybody standup in line
potentially in the rain to get in here to testify [1:04:05 inaudible]…

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Can you please take over to your testimony?

Paul Lucas:

Yes. As we know, autism in children skyrocket, from 1 in 15,000 in 1980 to
less 1 in 100 today. This rate is predicted. One in two -- if the exponential
line keeps increasing, one in two will have it in 2032. Standard for Disease
Control did a study on effectively MMR vaccine in autism. The study proved
that the vaccine MMR was directly made to the increase cases of autism. The
doctor who worked on the study, William Thompson, was asked to bury the
study came forward because he couldn't deal with himself knowing the harm
it caused. Those are his words. There's a doctor [1:04:50 inaudible] what I'm
saying here. I brought copies of it for the committee but obviously there's
nobody here today. Could I give these copies to you?

Steven Jacobson: Yes, yes. Anybody who has written testimony, I can accept.
Paul Lucas:

The pharmaceutical company made approximate $30 billion per year on every
vaccine they distributed. Our government with the passing of the 1986
Childhood Vaccine Injury Act protects these companies for any liability from
the harm caused by vaccine. The pharmaceutical companies basically grant
the CDC now. People who are on this committee have an obligation and
trusted by the people to keep our children safe [1:05:32 inaudible] from the
disease, from the predators trying to make a buck on these dangerous
vaccines. I am begging this committee to become [1:05:41 inaudible] before
you make decisions you may regret. Please, please, please watch our country,
don't allow our beautiful children to be guinea pigs because of [1:05:51
inaudible].

Female:

Organizer, at least there's many people outside as are on this room who want
to come in and testify. So I'm just going to encourage you guys to send your
piece and you can leave. There are people out there who really want to come
in and they have something to say.

Noe Naumui

I don't have a script like everyone else [1:06:20 inaudible] the importance,
too. Plus I [1:06:26 inaudible] to be here. And it seems [1:06:30 inaudible] I
believe are the [1:06:33 inaudible] just forgiveness [1:06:35 inaudible]. So to
have a [1:06:38 inaudible] I don't take away my right to choose when it comes
to my children. I can only hope that what everyone has said, that it's not just
papers going in, it's not just taping [1:06:50 inaudible], but all these
testimonies are duly taken to high.
My husband and I are parents to four children. One of my twins died two
years ago. One of my twins nearly [1:07:02 inaudible]. All of our children
have suffered from vaccine injury. I've had to quit my job to take care of my
son while my husband works hard to provide a roof over our head, food on the
table and [1:07:18 inaudible] nothing with our special need child. My son is
autistic, nonverbal, sensory processing disorder, seizures, flu diversion, LCarnitine deficiency. His list of medical conditions goes on and on and on.

He's been cared for by 9 specialists, has many as a matter of fact, he spent
[1:07:40 inaudible] in the hospital.
They saved them by putting a G-tube into his tummy of which he got [1:07:46
inaudible]. I don't have a pretty bedroom, I have a bed that looks like a
hospital. My son is [1:07:54 inaudible] so you know he won't die while he's
asleep [1:07:58 inaudible]. I [1:08:02 inaudible] decision making of this to
not just listen to me but to already connect and to feel a mother's learning.
When you think you don't need everything that the doctor tells you to do that's
supposed to save your child, that's supposed to make your child healthy, that's
supposed to prevent your child from this, to prevent your child from that.
My children are living proof of vaccine [1:08:30 inaudible]. CDC,
pharmaceutical companies and all those behind this, it does nothing but have
their wallets. They don't [1:08:40 inaudible]. We become their customers,
that's what we become. It's a money-making thing. Lives are not that
important. So I can only stand before you today in the short time that we are
given, I wish I could [1:08:52 inaudible] to the last six years of my life that
I've been a mother in fighting this. But I strongly oppose this and all this hold
that everyone behind this decision making truly take this consideration what I
live with every single day. It's not just statistics, this is my real life.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Thank you for your testimony. Okay. Kim, you're next and then
Mahana Dann followed by Susie Heitman followed by Bartholomew
something. Okay. Go ahead.
Kim Kahuonei: Aloha Kakou. My name is Kim Kahuonei. I currently live in Holo Kona but I
called Kauai my home. I've been born and raise here and I thought that it's
really important to come here today. I'm here [1:09:40 inaudible] my family,
my three daughters. [1:09:43 inaudible] we have the right what we do to our
bodies and for our children. My husband and I have the right to choose as
well. I strongly oppose HAR 11-157 to change vaccine [1:09:57 inaudible].
And they try to mandate vaccines [1:10:00 inaudible]. I believe that any
information, a change that will be affecting the DOE especially the health of
our children in the DOEs. It should be broadcasted on the system and all
parents should be involved.
I did not hear about this hearing or anyone of the DOE but rather outside
sources. I'm shocked that such an important issue is being discussed behind
closed doors without making any [1:10:22 inaudible] involve those who will
be directly of this design. I think it's imperative that health providers to show
us different alternatives instead of forcing us to vaccinate. In my personal
experience and then my children are involved with this, healthcare providers
fail to provide us with true informed consent as required by Hawaii
Requirement Statutes Section 671-3, which includes recognizing alternative
[1:10:47 inaudible] or procedures.

This is the option of not providing [1:10:51 inaudible]. Instead important
information is submitted and I'm forced -- and I'm forced or I'm harassed
actually, I'm harassed to try and be forced to sign this refusal forms that
deemed me as a negligent parent for not wanting to vaccinate my child. I
have my child's best interest at heart. I've researched and I know that if I
chose to vaccinate my child knowing the risks, knowing the toxic chemicals
that are being injected into my child, I should be deemed by [1:11:25
inaudible]. And I think that my -- you know, by health providers is not
providing us with informed consent, with these alternative options, they're
neglecting us.
So again, I think that's what the DOE is trying to do is have [1:11:43
inaudible]. This is my body, this is my child's body. We all have a choice.
Everyone should continue to have a choice on what they do to our body. Our
keiki deserve better. We need to wake up.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Mahana Dunn followed by Susie Heitman followed by
Bartholomew Bacon.
Mahana Dunn: Aloha. My name is Mahana Dunn and I am in strong opposition of two
mandatory vaccines. What is important here is the word mandatory. This is
not a political issue. This isn't a religious issue. This is an issue of our rights
being violated. Mandatory vaccines are unethical, they're unconstitutional. I
am not going to sit idly by and have a repeat of World War II and not [1:12:35
inaudible] that we are forced and mandated unconstitutionally to have
anything happen to any of us.
I may not have a child to be able to have that, as part of my testimony today,
but I see all children. I take care of my mother. All children are [1:12:56
Hawaiian] children all around the world. And I will not stand to just allow
things to happen. I represent a large group of people that maybe not here
today because they have other obligations, but we will not allow this to
happen especially on our beautiful island of Kauai.
It is everyone's choice. If you want to vaccinate your children, go right ahead.
You do not have the right to mandate of what happens and how it happens
because that's just a very slippery slope to suddenly we all have to repeat
[1:13:30 inaudible] the things that have happened in history. And so I ask that
please listen to the very emotional and very strong testimonies that we have
today. We will actually not allow mandatory vaccines. Again, it's
unconstitutional, it's in the law and I'm here to protect what I love always and
forever. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Susie Heitman followed by Bartholomew Bacon followed by Kaa
Roback.

Kim Chi:

My name is on there but you never called me [1:14:07 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: I'm sorry. You're?
Kim Chi:

Kim Chi. I was informed that [1:14:16 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Oh, you didn't indicate yes or no. Do you want to speak? Go ahead. [1:14:20
inaudible] go ahead.
Kim Chi:

Okay.

Steven Jacobson: Yeah.
Kim Chi:

I don't have [1:14:24 inaudible] thing to say. My name is Kim Chi and I
oppose HAR 11-157. The first lady that spoke was a public health nurse and I
was intensive care nurse at school. I always believe that everybody should be
vaccinated. When I have my children, I was having them vaccinated and my
youngest son had a really severe reaction to the MMR and praise God, he
didn't end up with autism. But we stopped [1:14:53 inaudible] at that time.
And from that time forward and he's 18, he was maybe two or three or four,
our pediatrician just vaccinate and vaccinate and vaccinate and vaccinate
every time [1:15:07 inaudible], give him more immunization that they needed
of him. I just kept saying no, no, no, no. Then one Gardasil thinking out they
want to give him like 11 and they want to give him, like why, you know. So I
didn't want to do that.
But I just have such a strong sense that as we, as a state decides that they're
the owner of our children and they tell us what we have to do with our
children, it won't be long before the state will take my children because I say
no. We're not there yet but there we'll be. When you guys start saying your
kid can't go to school because you're not immunize, the next stop will be
you're going to go -- we're going to take your kids away from you because
you're not immunizing them. It is a slippery slope that's been said again and
again and again. There's been some great testimony and there was a point in
time where I thought everybody should be immunized. But after seeing all of
the cases of autism children that I know that have autism and then others that
are skyrocketing.
And the other part on the other end of this is my daughter was diagnosed with
Alzheimer's vascular dementia a couple years ago. And she was getting flu
shots and shingles shots. And I kept saying, don't get them, don't get them.
And she would be sick all the time, sick all the time. Well, we go to her house
and she was at our house and I stopped letting her get those flu shots, she
hasn't been sick once. She has Alzheimer's but she doesn't have the flu and
we don't get the flu shot.

And I have to ask why are we in an epidemic proportion with Alzheimer's?
Well, the same adjuvant that go in the flu shots and the shingles sh0ts, why
are we all getting shingles shots, you know, are the same adjuvants that are in
the immunizations that the young children nowadays are getting. And so
something's wrong with what's going on and all these illnesses are coming out
of the same source, yet we're all pretending that it isn't so and it is so.
And so, I'll send in my written testimony with more, you know, facts and
things that I have that I've gathered over the years. And I just wanted to
express my strong emotion and opinion that this is just -- we're gone off the
cliff here. We need to say no. People have the right to choose for their own
families, what they do, when they go to bed and what they have to put in their
body. And when the doctor orders an antibiotic for my kid and I don't think
he needs it, I don't give it to him, you know. If he has a virus, I don't give him
the antibiotic that the doctor ordered. So I should get to choose though.
That's all.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Thank you. Is Susie Heitman here? Bartholomew Bacon? Kaa
Roback? Okay. Even with them not here, I just have another list of folks and
we have -- I'm sorry, you are?
Bartholomew Bacon:

Bartholomew Bacon.

Steven Jacobson: Oh, okay. Go ahead.
Bartholomew Bacon:
My name is Bart Bacon and I'm a parent of two children now
grown [1:18:17 inaudible] by agreeing the [1:18:21 inaudible] case and
[1:18:23 inaudible]. First of all, I want to say I strongly oppose any
mandatory vaccines at all, okay, regardless of whether a vaccine is safe or
effective. The question of what is mandatory is a core issue of good versus
evil, tyranny versus freedom, choice versus coercion. We don't understand
that stand, freedom. We are no better than the gentleman who stood silently
said nothing [1:19:05 inaudible] onto the death camp.
And the two completely different issues here, one is whether vaccines are safe
and effective, it should be used in any clinical case. That's an issue. We need
to think about it as a society. A completely different issue whether going for
[1:19:27 inaudible] to make vaccination mandatory, we don't recognize the
two different issues. One is scientific issue, there's another issue is different
for any given vaccine, for any given place. And the other is a moral issue.
Now, part of this slippery slope, just hard to call it cliff and in my heart, I said
thank God we're not calling it cliff. This is not a slippery slope, this is a cliff
from humanity and freedom and to tyranny and catastrophe. And so a lot of
families and a lot of children is too late for that cliff. And for a society as a
whole, we can still combat, okay, the number of people who've been

destroyed by this and the insanity of the discussion. We are [1:20:20
inaudible] a 59 years old, born in 1959, same to Hawaii became a state and
I've seen this [1:20:26 inaudible] change beyond what most of you are less
than my age can imagine. Okay. But I want to just talk in myself could
change, it was never hard till I -- unless you're younger years ago, so never
[1:20:39 inaudible]. But we never ever -- unless you go back to the age of
slavery. And this will [1:20:49 inaudible] insanity.
I want to give you one example, it's right before our faces right now. We've
got two different vaccines, we're thinking about adding two or keeping all -just had [1:20:59 inaudible] yesterday so I don't have all the details, the
[1:21:04 inaudible] influenza, the flu and the other is HPV. Now you can't go
to school. If your classmate has flu, you can get the flu from him. So on one
level, maybe that makes sense. HPV virus is transmitted through sexual
intercourse. That is not a plot of going to school. That is insane. And if
anybody here who thinks there's any justification towards what we're doing
with vaccination, you need to realize the magnitude and the level and the
degree of right and lunacy into this argument, I will give another case we
[1:21:52 inaudible].
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Can you finish up now, [1:21:53 inaudible]?
Bartholomew Bacon:
[1:21:54 inaudible] anything can favor. Okay. So I'm [1:21:58
inaudible] obviously what they were grieving. The overall idea here is, you
know, we know someone suffered. That's why Congress passed the law, they
created the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program because we know this is
only how feel. That's the reason that that organized paid out blasted $4
million because we know this [1:22:18 inaudible] we feel. But the idea is that
the many will be held here will benefit. Now, even if that were true, that is
child sacrifice in a different form.
The underlying content is identical. Six years ago, ancient cultures would
sacrifice your children or cause more few adults for the idea of being okay,
this will appreciate the gods, then the gods will punish us. If we'll kill a few,
the gods won't punish, the society as a whole will be vulnerable. That's what
sacrifice is and that's exactly what we're saying. As soon as we admit which
every rational knowledgeable person in this entire debate and it was not a
debate at all, as soon as you admit the vaccine are alarming [1:23:09
inaudible] miss it and who want to miss it. There's not anyone who doesn't
admit it unless [1:23:16 inaudible]. Okay. But that's why $4 billion were paid
out to the victims [1:23:21 inaudible]
Steven Jacobson: Okay, please you finish.
Bartholomew Bacon:
As soon as you admit that, the underlying cause [1:23:25
inaudible] is identical to human sacrifice. There is no difference. Or you

cannot get away from the school and eliminate all mandatory vaccination. We
have no right [1:23:37 inaudible] Americans.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Is Kaa Roback here?
Kaanoipua Roback: Aloha Kakou. My name is Kaanoipua and I'm a nursing student at KCC.
In behalf of the Kauai Community College Nursing Programs, we're here in
support of the new Hawaii school mandating HPV and age from Hep A
vaccine initiative. The Human Papillomavirus causes various genital cancers
including cervical cancer. In the study done by Tom, et al in 2016, it was
found that the HPV vaccine has been available to the Hawaii Pediatric
Population. However, in 2013, vaccine used had been [1:24:32 inaudible]
with only 38% of females and 31% of males ages 13 to 17 completing all
three doses of the vaccine.
This new school mandate will increase the completion rate of the three-step
vaccination series among the adolescent population thus preventing cancer. It
is important that parents are informed about this vaccine's ability to prevent
cancer in their children as well as protecting themselves. The Standard for
Disease Control recently expanded their recommendation for HPV
vaccination to men and women between the ages of 27 to 45 because of its
effectiveness.
However, the recommendation is that children be vaccinated between 9 and
11 years old. The reason for the early vaccination is prevention of HPV
before being exposed. In 2018, Robert et al study school located vaccination
policies turning only states, Virginia and Rhode Island and Washington DC
have school mandated HPV vaccination requirements. In their study, all three
have high uptake in completion rates of the HPV vaccination series. With the
new vaccine requirements in Hawaii, we would expect similar improvements
in vaccine completion rates and hopefully a reduction in cancer. Ask yourself.
If you could get an injection that will prevent cancer, would you?
Male:

No.

[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Okay, okay, folks, could we -- okay. Whoa, whoa, okay, okay. Thank you
for your testimony.
[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Okay. I was handed a few minutes ago the list of people and we basically
have 16 people who still want to speak. We're coming up right close to 3:30
so please try to keep your testimony to the two minutes. Next Joel McDonald
followed by Marti Berrett followed Theresa Gonzales.

Joel McDonald: Okay. My name is Joel McDonald. I've done research to vaccines [1:26:44
inaudible] for 10 years as part of my overall [1:26:46 inaudible] which is
researching the [1:26:48 inaudible] and how they do it. So it gets into a lot of
-- I guess parents don't I realized that [1:26:53 inaudible] in my mind, it's not
really conspiracy theory, it's conspiracy [1:26:56 inaudible]. And the people
that have come before me already really outlined in a great way the dangers of
vaccines that they're loaded with all these adjuvants and ingredients that are
themselves toxic.
So I think this testimony get to ask, would you take something that could
prevent cancer. Vaccines have mercury in it which is a known carcinogen.
They have aluminum in it. They have formaldehyde. They have MSG, ask
the audience. They could always [1:27:22 inaudible]. They have animal
cells. They have like dog and pig cells. They have all sorts of stuff which is
harmful to the body and the body then triggers this immune response. And
this is just craziness. I mean -- but the thing is that you have to realize it goes
deeper than this because vaccines have been probably used to be instruments
to sterilize women in Third World Countries. This has been a number of
countries, you look it up.
There's one example in Philippines where they would cause -- they reported
administering vaccine to sterilizing agents to make sure the women couldn't
give birth. The [1:27:58 inaudible] happening again in Africa and other
country there. Our friend Bill Gates seemed to be a cheerleader for all of this
stuff, sent [1:28:06 inaudible] he go public [1:28:07 inaudible] saying that
vaccines could lead to population -- sorry, depopulation.
In one of the source, he said the benefits of vaccines are there in chance
reducing sickness, reducing population growth. [1:28:21 inaudible]. He also
said in another talk that if we could do a really great job of new vaccines, we
could lower that population growth by perhaps by 10% to 15%. So the guys
at the top that really know what's happening, the guys that have run the big
banks and big corporations who control the government, who control Big
Pharma, they already know what vaccines do and they already know that it's
part of the depopulation in general.
So this issue cuts really deep. I mean, after the brilliant form about -- when
we're stepping up to look at this, and for [1:29:00 inaudible] government who
just suddenly introduced this and say let's do this, you have to do your
research, you have an obligation to the people that you're supposedly
representing, to do your research, to look on what these things really are. And
even if vaccines are the most wonderful thing in the world, I could only rest
my case what everyone else has said, we have the right alone to choose what
goes in our bodies, no one else's rights to do that. The government doesn't
[1:29:24 inaudible] bodies only reaches it.

Steven Jacobson: Marti Berrett, Theresa Gonzales and Melanie.
Marti Berrett:

My name is Marti Berrett and I strongly oppose HAR 11-157. I'm the mother
of four children and my first child was born in 1994. My husband and I knew
nothing about vaccines, so we were not -- we postponed vaccines and did our
own research. We're still doing our own research. We quickly discovered
that chickenpox vaccine is going to be added to the CDC schedule of
following year which is 1995 and that stopped me on my tracks. In my
childhood, I knew that chickenpox is not a dangerous disease. I thought 20
years from now, which is today, young parents might assume chickenpox is
dangerous simply because it's on the CDC schedule. I knew this to be false
and my research continued.
The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 granted unprecedented
economic immunity to manufacturers of vaccine injuries and illuminated
economic incentives for them to make improvements. Congress was aware
and concerned by this and as part of the 1986 Act charged the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, HHS, to submit reports to Congress detail in the
improvements and vaccine safety every two years.
Recently, in 2018, HHS [1:30:44 inaudible] admitted in court that it never, not
even once, submitted a single report to Congress. For the past 32 years, HHS
and the CDC of childhood to safety and efficacy of vaccines without
submitting any reports to the Congress backing up that claims. In 1990, the
vaccine adverse events recording system [1:31:03 inaudible] was established.
Double compensation paid to-date to families who have suffered from vaccine
injury is approximately $4 billion. US law regards vaccines as unavoidably
unsafe and payouts are proof or risks and dangers.
I would like to compare what parents are paid if their child dies from vaccine
versus if a child is injured by any other product on the market. In my
example, I will use story of death. Compensation for death resulting from
vaccine -- from vaccination is cut at $250,000. Now, for Toyota, in August
2018, a jury awarded $242 million to a family after their two children suffered
severe head trauma in a car accident. So we have $250,000 for a vaccine
death versus $121 million per child for a severe car accident injury. You can
bet Toyota is motivated to redesign their cars to avoid further injury and
payouts, not so for vaccine manufacturers. For vaccine manufacturers, there's
no liability involved and there is no jury involved.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Could you please finish up?
Marti Berrett:

In 2002, the House Government Reform Committee held their hearing on the
relationship between childhood vaccinations and autisms. From this hearing, I
learned that there has only been one test on one ingredient in vaccines and that
is thimerosal. The study was conducted in 1929 by Eli Lilly, the manufacturer

nonetheless. They tested thimerosal on 27 people that were dying of
meningitis. All those people died of meningitis and they concluded that
thimerosal had nothing to do with their deaths. We need more testing.
Other neurotoxins that are in vaccines that have not been adequately tested are
aluminum, formaldehyde, cumin, serum, albumin, [1:32:54 inaudible] cells,
polysorbate 80, ethanol and ammonium sulfate just to name a few. We've all
heard that high levels of aluminum have been found in the brains of autistic
children and people suffering from autism. In 2012, the House Committee
Reform -- or the House Government Reform Committee held hearings about
the autism epidemic. From this hearing, I learned that there has never been a
study comparing vaccinated children to unvaccinated children. How can we
claim vaccinated children are better off than unvaccinated children if we have
yet to do study.
We need more testing. In 2014, William Thompson and expert from the CDC
confessed to having manipulated the data of their key MMR reference study.
A hearing has been called for to investigate the CDC's MMR research fraud.
Today, our children are healthy young adults and they are all vaccine free. I
am oppose to the Department of Health adding six new vaccines and I am
oppose to mandatory vaccine altogether. Again, we need more testings.
Vaccines are unavoidably unsafe and must not be mandatory.
Steven Jacobson: Theresa Gonzales and Melanie and Kristen Ma.
Theresa Gonzales: Okay. I'm just going to [1:34:11 inaudible] for everyone's respective time
and I know everyone has amazing things to say and thanks for [1:34:17
inaudible]. My name is Theresa Gonzales. I oppose HAR 11-157. I'm a
mother, a daughter, a health practitioner, a teacher, a student and just -- I'm
American and I believe that it's our right as a human being to choose whether
you are pro-vaccination or anti-vaccination. It's common sense, everybody in
this room and everybody outside, and I'm pretty sure pretty much everybody
that it's like [1:34:49 inaudible] this meeting to get happening because it was
pretty low key and it's amazing that everybody came together on a Friday
afternoon, the last day, the kids are getting out of school before Christmas. I
mean, how could [1:35:01 inaudible] that…
[overlapping]
Theresa Gonzales: So people needs to wise up and especially the -- what is this, the Disease
Outbreak Control Division and just [1:35:16 inaudible], you know, understand
that nobody wants to do this bill. I mean, it's ridiculous. It's like [1:35:24
inaudible] saying, oh, here's a gun, now you have to shoot yourself. I mean,
you're just basically taking away one right from a person that just [1:35:33
inaudible] of other things that could possibly happen. I mean, there's been a
lot of people that had been in this building or Ernest building that are a lot

more urgent need, I have seen history tells us, you know, that we -- that we
are just going to screw ourselves over if we allow this to happen. So, yeah, I
strongly oppose this and I'm really glad, I hope that you guys take this all
seriously. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Okay.
Female:

I'm on my way out. I think my name was on the list, just [1:36:08 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Your name?
Female:

Do you know my name? And if I can just have, I'll be super quick. I don't
have any [1:36:14 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Okay. You put a question mark [1:36:15 inaudible] speak, that's why we
[1:36:16 inaudible] you, so okay.
Female:

I wasn't sure if you would call me regardless. So I don't have anything
formally prepared. I mean, I'll just speak from heart as a mother of four
children. I was born in -- fortunate enough to be born and raise here. I'm
[1:36:29 inaudible] Island of Kauai. And also fortunate enough to be born to
parents that felt they should have the choice and chose to make the choice
they thought was healthy for me which is not to be vaccinated and for all four
of my siblings. I thank them for that.
And if you bear the child, when you are pregnant with your child, what you
pray for every single night before you hit the pillow is to be born with a
healthy child. All you want is that for the health of your child and for them to
be able to live a fulfilling life. And when I got -- I had all my children in the
hospital. When they are -- the day they're born, they just simply tell you they
will be receiving these injections. There's not a question mark as to whether
or not you are okay with it. They simply just tell you, we're going to now take
your baby and going to give them the -- two shots that they gave him that day.
And, again, the facts have been already outlined that these are completely
unnecessary. We're talking about diseases that you have to be sexually active
or intravenously receiving drugs to be at risk of -- I mean, it's just -- it's a huge
wake up call. Even your two-month old baby heading for their check up and
you have the checkups all along and this helpless infant that has a developing
immune system and you're doing everything you can to make sure that they
are just -- that they are, you know, that they are progressing in their
development as safely as possible. And not once, not once and I can't
probably -- I shouldn't say all because I'm pretty much soft going to
pediatricians, say for a few that were in support of choice, unfortunately one
has moved off of the island and I don't -- have not assumed another
pediatrician for my children because I have been cold, neglectful and ignorant

but pediatricians that gave me no information about the possible damages that
the vaccines could cause our children. Zero information that there could be
any possible adverse reactions.
So I have to then question myself, I'm like, "Okay, but I'm not a neglectful
parent. I'm actually -- I'm a good parent. I'm a winner." I think I know what
I'm doing and you have to then go with the gut feeling in your heart and to
sitting in the audience and listening to this mother of four children who wasn't
given the choice or the education or the information to make an important
decision. Luckily, I had a little bit of information to make that courageous
decision. It is a hard call to make when doctors are in your face telling you
that the right and responsible thing to do for your children is to vaccinate your
children and then have a parent talked about the damage that's been caused to
their children.
And I thank God that I had some information and the courage to say no, to say
absolutely not. While birthing and raising my children, I have friends who
didn't have that information or I don't even know what to call it but they chose
to comply and many of them have damaged children. To one of my close
high school friends has two very severely autistic daughters and has had to
make the choice to move relocate from the island of Hawaii because there are
not services to support these damaged children. They could not done the
support they needed to educate these children. There are not -- there's nothing
provided for them. So she's had to move away from her family, away from
her friends.
A mother as well with one boy, so the first woman that I'm speaking of has a
third daughter. Surprise, surprise, they didn't give her any vaccinations and
she is not autistic. So -- and science, you want [1:40:28 inaudible] one way or
another. You look are the research and it supports both sides. It's whether the
way you want to look it up. But informed choice, we must have a choice. Are
you aware that the package insert that -- since you shouldn't be receiving it
prior to the vaccinations, not afterwards or never, said that if you're allergic to
eggs, you should not received the injection, well how on earth do you know a
two-month old baby is allergic to eggs? Answer me that? Answer me the
question of how do you know if your child is going to have an adverse
reaction based on the allergic description if you've never -- if it's an infant. It's
outrageous. It's all outrageous.
I will never vaccinate my children. I am a hardworking, I'm at 50 to 60 hours
a week as a mother of four children to have a quality of life on this island. I
intend to live here. And if that means that I have to pull my children out of
the public school education, I have children, both by the way, public and
private school education. I have 12 and 17 year-old and a 7 and a 2-year old.
If I have -- force to give my 12 and 17-year old children, the HPV vaccination
with risk of never being able to have the joys and the challenges and the life

fulfillment, of raising their own family, mark my word, that will not be a
choice -- I will make the choice to then uneducated my children or vaccinate if
you will.
What's going to happen? What are you going to do? How -- and I am force to
privately educating all of my children, at what cost? I pay my taxes like
everybody else and more. And I pay my fare share of taxes as a hard working
person. I have never been on any kind of support from the government and I
am due the right to educate my children in the public system. And currently,
the only way I can do this is through religious exemption and if that is
removed, it will be a massive, massive mistake for humanity because of the
damage it will cause, people will comply; if they will comply and you have a
massive amount of children that are damaged. And that later in life developed
cancers. It has been proven and we will be life dependent on Big Pharma
producing -- making money. They want us to be sick. They want us to be
sick. They want us to be sick….
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Can you please finish up?
Female:

I dare them to look in the eyes of this -- I dare them to look in the eyes of this
woman raising these children that thought she was doing the right thing.
That's a hard thing to look at every single day. Thank you for your courage in
telling your story.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Melanie and the Kristen Ma.
Female:

This is [1:43:15 inaudible].

Melanie:

I just have a question [1:43:21 inaudible] questioned about this testimony.
This is just testimony that guys we're going to love the fact that there's a lot of
people against forced vaccination.

Steven Jacobson: No, it's going to be word for word transcript.
Melanie:

[1:43:39 inaudible] going to just miss that, you know, oh, people don't like it
but we're going to do it anyway. I'm just curious.

Steven Jacobson: There's a word for word transcript for those people who will make the
decision, what they choose to do. That's their decision.
Melanie:

Oh, so…

Steven Jacobson: I can't -- I'm not part of that group.
Melanie:

So are we just going to wasting our time?

Steven Jacobson: No.
Melanie:

Okay. Well, I feel like we are wasting our time. And, you know, I'm a
patriotic American citizen of America. I believe this is a free country. There
are other countries where women are not allowed to wear what they want to
wear, okay. They get raped and then they got accused of having sex before
marriage and get thrown into jail. Okay. This is I feel like I think slippery
slope where the cliff that someone else then had put it. I cannot believe this is
happening in the United States of America especially -- okay, a liberal state
same as with California, a bunch of Democrats. And they are basically an
acting [1:44:52 inaudible]. Okay. That's [1:44:54 inaudible]. Okay.
And if you cannot prove beyond reasonable doubt, okay, that these vaccines
[1:45:00 inaudible] of those rabid anti-vaxxers , you know, no medical care,
no vaccination, there was a time and place, yes, we eradicate polio, like hey I
meet the guy who created the polio vaccine. He did it for free, okay. He
didn't charge billions of dollars. How many billions of dollars, okay, is Big
Pharma and Merck and all of these multinational corporations, okay, that had
no [1:45:25 inaudible], they have no boundaries. They don't care about
anything. They don't care about freedom. They don't care about nation,
states, countries, sovereignties, people. They care about one thing and one
thing only and that is money, okay. And this is what it is about. And as an
America citizen and everyone else in here that believes in freedom and
America should be saying no, absolutely not. To the public health nurses, the
people that are being…

Female:

Brainwashed?

Melanie:

…brainwashed, I'm sorry…

Female:

Yeah.

Female:

Yeah.

Melanie:

[1:45:59 inaudible] you guys, I'm not going to put you down. You know, you
had been taught this. But right now, doctors are no longer practicing
medicine, they're just vending machines, the pharmaceutical companies who
by the way are mostly located where? In China, okay. And China, by the
way, was excluded from the latest war games that we have. So just a side
note, okay. President Trump, everybody likes to, you know, demonized him
and whatnot but he is coming out against fascism, he is coming out against
what China is doing to this country [overlapping]

Melanie:

But just immunization, okay.

[overlapping]

Melanie:

I'm not going to get all vertical -- oops, sorry already there yet.

[indistinct chatter]
Melanie:

This is America and let's keep it a free country, not suade to the multinational
corporations that they're not just here, they're all over the world and we have
these hearings as the [1:47:12 inaudible] okay, and, you know, everybody was
open arms and guess what, we lost that battle anyway and they're going to go
ahead and do whatever the hell they want regardless. I mean, this is scary.

Steven Jacobson: Kristen Ma.
Female:

Do we have a doctor in the group that I think we all like to hear from before
we close?

Female:

Yeah.

[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Okay. We're calling people in the order that they signed up the sheets, so we
will get…
[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Could we please continue? Kristen Ma, go ahead.
Kristen Ma:

Yes. Thank you. My name is Kristen Ma. I am a mother and a scientist. I'm
one of the few people I think who came today who support these changes. I
support these changes strongly. When [1:48:02 inaudible] were adopted years
ago, thank you for the most up-to-date protection for our children. in the
years since then, they become outdate because additional lifesaving vaccines
have been developed and our children should be protected by this. There's
overwhelming majority of parents who do vaccinate and do believe in the
protection for their children.
Unfortunately, [1:48:24 inaudible] evidence for the parents because people
who got high level of passion on this subject come and a disproportionate
number of those who are passionate about vaccines or close to that. But in the
end, this decision to modernize this rule should not be about opinion, it should
be about objective reality. The reality is that there is no association between
any vaccine and the risk of developing autism.

[indistinct chatter]

Steven Jacobson: Excuse me, excuse me, excuse me. Could we please -- could we please have
order in the room? Everyone respects the -- anyone can -- pardon me, anyone
can speak, wishes. Please do not interrupt them.
Kristen Ma:

[1:49:11 inaudible] choice to choose.

Steven Jacobson: Please do not -- please, please do not interrupt speakers. You can speak your
opinions, other people can speak theirs. Please go ahead.
Kristen Ma:

Thank you. I've read the research. I have degree in science. I know how to
read studies. You don't need a degree in science to read studies and I certainly
encourage everyone to do so as well as the inserts for vaccines and the vaccine
information statement just given to every parent who vaccinates and thus
discuss the risk of vaccination.
Human Papillomavirus, HPV is most likely all vaccines prevention an
infection because the current lifetime exposure risk to [1:49:50 inaudible]
strains of HPV is nearly 100%. Yes, those 11-year olds are not sexually
active, that's the point, you have to receive the forced vaccination before you
become sexually active or it's not effective. If you're exposed to it and you
haven't completed the four vaccine, then it's not going to protect you.
Preschools are not going to require HPV, it's given to 11 currently.
Preschools would require some additional vaccinations I believe Hepatitis A
and flu shots, influenzas is most damaging to young children, most risky for
young children and preschool was the common place the children are exposed
it. Certainly, we do have a right to choose as parents but it doesn't extend to
the right to sending our children to preschool and exposed other children to
potentially deadly diseases who may not be six months old yet and may not be
old enough to have received the flu shot.
As far as Bill Gates in population control, Bill Gates has stated many times
that increasing vaccination rates around the world will reduce the population
gross rate. That's because fewer children at the age of five will die. And their
parents, when they are given contraception will refuse it if they do not believe
their children will survive. They will continue to have more children because
they cannot be confident that their children would make it.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Could you please finish up? Okay.
Kristen Ma:

When prevent child deaths, you do refuse population growth rates which by
the way is also an important thing for our world in the future. Vaccinations
prevent child death. The current list of vaccination prevent some death, the
official vaccines would prevent additional deaths and for that reason I support
these changes. Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Okay. Next will be Lisa Karman followed by Robert Abell
followed by Maggi Quinland.
Lisa Karman:

Hello. My name is Lisa Karman and I did write a letter but most of the
studies has been covered a million times over. So I don't know that one
needed actually. Basically, I just want to say, I was out there for at least the
first hour, so I didn't get to hear what people were testifying about but since
I've been in this room, two people have opposed this bill. Everybody else in
this room is opposing this, so I'm really wondering why does this even coming
out in the state. I mean, it's very apparent to me that we want a choice.
I don't have children and I'm very passionate about this. It was the woman
who got this covered earlier who has two or three children or four that are
autistic. You know, when somebody reaches folks that there's no proof, the
proof is in the clinic, it didn't come out, folks. It's pretty obvious. Autism is
happening at such fast rate right now. Guess what?
So I am appalled that it's come to this, that we need the whole a county
meeting to determine how we're going to raise our children and to what degree
we're willing to poison them, to enroll them in public school? What public
school or a private school for that matter? We don't even have that choices.
No kids -- if this law passes, you don't have a choice. You have to stay at
home and home school your children. We're living in a state, the most
expensive state in the union right now, how are people going to do that? How
is one parent going to stay at home in order to home school their children? It's
just not a reality frame of idea. So I'm going to read a little bit about this, this
letter that I wrote.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Please we are getting towards closing time…
Lisa Karman:

Okay. Well, I just had [1:53:44 inaudible]…

Steven Jacobson: So if everybody could try to hold…
Lisa Karman:

…so I'm going to speak because I just got…

Steven Jacobson: I understand that. I'm going to let you go. But please [1:53:50 inaudible] we
need -- we need [1:53:51 inaudible] two minutes.
Lisa Karman:

I'm going to go ahead. It's not okay.

Steven Jacobson: Yes, go ahead please.
Lisa Karman:

It is not okay by me that we're looking at possibility of mandating vaccines.
It's not okay by me that it could become mandatory for human beings to be
injected with four matters such as mercury, aluminum, animal and human

cells, cells from aborted fetal tissue, formaldehyde, bacteria, viruses, some of
which are known carcinogenic that held cause breast cancer, [1:54:18
inaudible], sounds like a human experiment to me. And it's not okay by me
that a few could make a financial killing on the many that these vaccines may
kill or at least severely compromised over time.
US Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinations are unavoidably unsafe. Let
me repeat that one, the US Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinations are
unavoidably unsafe. Now, what more proof do we need in that? I mean, this
is ridiculous. I am so upset that we even are discussing this today. I don't
believe it, obviously [1:54:57 inaudible]. So I've got a lot of statistics that
people have already gone over as far as how much money we're spending on
all of these cases, of all of these children and the poison and affected for the
rest of their live.
So are we really going to sit back and say it's okay to douse our children with
up to 69 doses of recommended childhood vaccines? When do we put our
foot down and say enough already? So one last thing I'm going to ask about
these meetings, we're in a room that housed 40 people, there were 40 people
out there today, why are we having a meeting in this tiny little room with this
huge issue on hand? This is insanity. This is by design, 4 days before
Christmas, half the island is here, off island or they have [1:55:50 inaudible]
and they're with their loved ones celebrating holidays. This is insanity to me.
This is ridiculous. So it's by design. There are no government officials here
to even listen to us.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Could you please finish your testimony? You're not really testifying.
Lisa Karman:

There are [1:56:06 inaudible] any government officials here to listen to this.

Female:

Right.

Lisa Karman:

We have one. Okay.

[overlapping]
Lisa Karman:

Thank you.

[overlapping]
Lisa Karman:

And we have on council member here [1:56:22 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Please finish up. You're not testifying about the bill. You're just -- please.
[indistinct chatter]

Steven Jacobson: Okay, excuse me.
[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Excuse me. Is there anyone who objects to having him speak now?
[overlapping]
[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: Oh, actually, you'd be second next anyway. Okay. Go ahead.
Female:

He's a doctor, too.

Robert Abell:

Hello. My name is Dr. Robert Abell. I'm an aesthetic physician. I sincerely
[1:57:28 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Oh, you're next anyway. Okay. Go ahead.
Robert Abell:

I am opposed to this bill. The reason is because just like many of you has
said, we should have a choice. If we don't have a choice, what does it come
down to? What does this country come down to? Because it's fine, if you
want to vaccinate, vaccinate. It's your choice. As a human being, we need to
have the freedom of choice. That's what this country is all about. So one
mentioned this earlier about there's no studies between vaccinated and
unvaccinated children, no, there are, there's been at least 3 studies that have
compared vaccinated children with unvaccinated children.
The latest one, a district statistics from that study, it was a study that involved
666 children in four southern states and what they found was it was a
sevenfold increase in neurodevelopment diseases or disorders in the
vaccinated children over the unvaccinated. There was a twofold increase in
autistic study before. They doubled. There's was a twofold increase in
ADHD. There was a twofold increase in alarming disabilities. A one fold
increase in allergic rhinitis. A nine fold increase in allergies, meaning the
immune system is being activated in [1:58:46 inaudible]. That's what
allergies are about. Allergies are the external environment, it's us. We're the
reason we have allergies. When you have an altered immune system, you
develop and allergy. It's not the [1:58:59 inaudible] of trying or whatever it is,
it's us.
So the vaccines are all turning that in the study. There's a nine fold increase in
eczema and atopic dermatitis. There's a fourfold increase in chronic illness.
That is immune system. I've been practicing over 25 years and I have treated
over a thousand children with autism.

Female:

Wow.

Robert Abell:

Sorry.

Female:

Thank you.

Robert Abell:

When you see it, this great woman showed and you see these kids come in
that are damaged. I have seen two children that were not vaccinated, I have
those over a thousand. I see parents come in and they say, "My child was
perfectly normal and now they're not." And the only thing different was the
vaccine. So don't tell me that vaccines didn't do it. The parents aren't lying.
I've seen it too many times. So we need to wake up. If you want to vaccinate,
fine. That's fine. Do it. But inform yourselves understand what you're doing
and then you take that risk. But people aren't getting informed. Then when
people say, well, the science is settled that vaccines are safe. Go read Dr.
Miller's review of critical vaccine studies, 400 studies proving the problems of
vaccines. Don't tell me it's not there, it is. So the state doesn't have the right
to tell us what to do with our children. We do. Okay? So I strongly oppose
to this for those very reasons. We have choice. Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Why don't you just go ahead, Dr. Greenberg [2:01:12 inaudible].
[indistinct chatter]
Miles Greenberg: Hi. I'm Miles Greenberg. I'm an [2:01:24 inaudible] physician as well,
practicing here for nearly 30 years. I want to thank this fine gentleman here
for listening to everyone and I'm afraid that you hear with your heart. And
that this is vital feelings from our community. And we are challenged with a
$61 billion industry. It's enormous beyond comprehension. When I was a
student, it was approximately $1 billion and now $61 billion. How could it
not be about financial incentive to file for immunizations under the guys that
is protecting our children that's providing herd immunity which is his last
word and the vaccine community that herd -- if you don't have herd immunity,
our children will be susceptible so we need to -- we have to vaccinate to
protect the vulnerable.
And while we have to protect the vulnerable, I'm not so sure that the vaccines
are our best option. Why state constitution [2:02:32 inaudible] power the state
has inherit and the people and the responsible for the exercise there are rest
with the people. All government is counted on this authority. So what we say
matters. Our government has wielded far too much power and it's a shame
[2:02:54 inaudible] express this sentiment. And we pray that Hawaii won't
follow California. In section two, all persons are free by nature and are equal
and they're inherent in [2:03:09 inaudible] rights. Among these rights are the
enjoyment of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness and acquiring and

possessing of property. These rights do not [2:03:16 inaudible] as the people
recognized their corresponding obligations and responsibilities.
Now, the vaccine industry is also offered through kickbacks and pediatrician
all these days for vaccines and I know this is a controversial topic. Some say
it's actually not true, others say it's hundred percent true. There is public
record of a [2:03:44 inaudible] tax. I can't well decide otherwise I mentioned
only the [2:03:47 inaudible]. This informed consent have evolved in
demanding be heard and listen to. We don't have in this current vaccine
industry a way to screen any of our vulnerable population. How do we even
know which ones are making damage?
I've been practicing nearly 30 years and I've taken some special interest in
vaccination. I've seen many damaged children for variety of illness. I've seen
two deaths. And in over the years, I've seen that the compensation fund just
grow more and more insoluble as they don't provide it for money, for the
many, many claims that are out there. Back in the day, there'd be a 72-hour
period after the vaccine that if one be eligible to file a claim. Then over the
years, it went to 48 hours, then over the years, it went down to 24 hours with a
lot more restrictions and limitations. So how could Hawaii go into support a
landslide of potential liability for the Hawaii residents when --? If this goes
into effect, when they see just an enormous increase.
The Institute of Medicine which have been overseen by the National
Academies of Science have been launching their studies for many years.
Back in the mid or early 90s, they quoted that vaccine researches willfully
inadequate. This is the agency that makes policy for immunizations. And
remarkably -- and I'll finish on this, I know you need to finish, remarkably, we
don't see that this long term studies, I don't -- I haven't read that reference that
you were referring to but, you know, the long term studies I know quality, 15,
20 year round, long terms studies aren't out there. How we do what's
happening to our children who become adults when they develop chronic
diseases?
We don't know because they haven't been done and the privates claim that we
haven't done the studies because there's so few immunization reactions
acutely. So why should there be the long term studies but it's completely
preposterous. And one can only conclude if you had reasonable sense of logic
that this industry is [2:06:26 inaudible] a capitalistic incentive. I mean, it's not
-- health is secondary and best and I'm for quality studies that show that
vaccines are safe and effective but they're not there. I'm definitely open to
tens of vaccines where people are dying and they may not survive in the next
few months. And so, yeah, we shouldn't choose things that aren't exactly
proven safe and could potentially save your life. I'll just wrap up a couple
other figures. The Association of America, this is physicians and surgeons,
they're a medical doctor group and they have over 40,000 members. And they

have opposed mandatory vaccines for decades. And here's one of the, you
know, a silent voice but they do have a significant leverage second to the
American Medical Association and they have a website and you could see
their policies and their positions. There's even general medicine found that
Hepatitis B vaccine at birth led to 60% increase in juvenile diabetes.
Female:

Oh, my god.

Miles Greenberg: And he recommended, the author who studied that [2:07:40 inaudible],
recommended that no child be vaccinated by this for at least 2 years old and
they haven't even studied that either. So to make -- by the state to like that is
definitely not done by collaboration. I'll make this last point about the HPV
because this is part of the amendments and the -- or the pending
administrative rule.
The vaccine adverse events reporting system received 58,000 reports of
damage versus 42,000 cases of HPV related cancers. 3% of all cancers is
what HPV creates. And so there are 14 deaths, ultimately 376 serious injuries
and [2:08:33 inaudible]. A third claims received haven't -- a third claims have
been compensated, two-thirds have not been compensated for. So that's
[2:08:47 inaudible] do when they're mandating this thing and they're not
providing support for this herd immunity. Ultimately, it will fail our citizens
in the state.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Could you finish?
Miles Greenberg:

Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. All right. Thanks. Okay. A number of people weren't here at the
beginning of the hearing. We have the address -- written testimony is also
accepted on this proposed regulations. We have it up on the board. The
written testimony will be accepted through December 26th at 4:00 PM as
indicated on the board and those are the two addresses to send it to.
Male:

You have to receive it by that or you [2:09:33 inaudible]?

Female:

You could receive email.

Female:

Email.

Steven Jacobson: It can be…
Male:

You're emailing or mailing it?

Steven Jacobson: Either way, your choice but, yeah, email it in and it's particularly -- the
testimony that's particularly useful is there for the studies that you think

people should be referred to, cite the studies so they know where to go find it.
Because otherwise, you know, the same, there's a study out somewhere and
nobody, you know, that…
Female:

[2:09:57 inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: …that's not -- yeah. Okay.
Maggi Quinland: My name was called and [2:09:59 inaudible] for two hours and I'll be [2:10:03
inaudible]. I'm Maggi Quinland.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Yes, you're next. Okay.
Maggi Quinland: My name is Dr. Maggi Quinland and I won't go into all of my background but
I have been researching vaccinations for 43 years and a lot of the points have
been covered here so I'm not going to be redundant. But I want to change the
vernacular a little bit because we need to talk about what vaccinations are.
Vaccinations are based on the philosophy that if you inject a miniscule
amount of a disease that it will activate the immune system and it will produce
antibodies and the person will be protected from that disease. That is a
philosophy and I want to really reinforce that because this is the premise of
[2:10:53 inaudible].
Now, that may have been accurate or that may have been true when children
were receiving 2, 3, 5 vaccinations in the course of their life. But now that we
have a schedule that includes 72 diseases being injected into our children
without the recognition that our immune systems are finite. We don't get
infinite immune systems. And so as this doctor pointed out, when we have
diseases repeatedly injected into our body, and I want to stop using the
language vaccination because it's becoming euphemism like domestic
violence, we need to be really clear that we are injecting disease and we are
injecting too many diseases which is what's causing all these problems.
So to make it mandatory is it's not taking into account what we're doing to the
body. What I would like to suggest to the State of Hawaii is that rather than
making the immunizations mandatory, look at options, really realistic options,
for people who choose not to immunize, either to have a reduce schedule or to
have new exemption and to have a way that they can reach agreements. When
I raise my son, I had an agreement that if there was an outbreak of disease, I
would pull my child out of school. No problem. Create a pathway for people
who do not want to vaccinate rather than making it this blanket one size fits
all because we don't know each one of these children has a completely
different structure, genetic structure, environment force.
And so we need to take all of that into account and a mandatory program
doesn't do that. So let's create, let's look at the reality that there are people

who don't want to vaccinate their children. Accept that as a reality and find a
pathway for those people who made those choices because otherwise which
you don't want to run into is people who do not take their children to doctors,
who do not take their children to school and then that opens the gateway for
level of problems that are unimaginable. And so let's not create more
problems in the process of saying yes, I think this will solve the problem when
in fact it won't, it's going to create a Pandora's box of problems both, if it
passes in the mandatory and if we don't create a pathway for people who
choose not to vaccinate. So that's my suggestion.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Okay. Next on the list Aubrie Jones followed
by Miguel Amador followed by Abigail Schoder.
Aubrie Jones:

Just because it's going to get [2:14:04 inaudible]. I'm Aubrie Jones. I'm a
registered nurse as of 40 years and I'm also all-birth midwife as of 30 years on
this island in the Big Island. So I worked with many different cultures and
many different belief systems. And I've always been a person that [2:14:22
inaudible] place of education. I would never tell so much about vaccinate and
[2:14:27 inaudible] not vaccinate. [2:14:30 inaudible] we need to understand
what your child is going to receive, you need to understand what it does to
your child's immune system. And so we really have a place on education.
So we also have them in place of prevention. We want to prevent disease, we
want to prevent terminal illness in our babies. And especially, the Hawaii
ways, every decision that we made as adults should be in the best interest of
our keiki. That's the Hawaiian way, every decision is made in the best interest
of our children. So making decisions for these different cultures, we need to
realize we have a lot of different sensitive cultures. I mean, I would ask
medical people, do you know what people -- our life that [2:15:17 inaudible].
Their systems become so sensitive that even one immunization can cause an
adverse reaction because of the way that they choose to eat and the way that
their children choose to eat.
So we need to be educated as well as medical people to understand the ways
that our cultures are raise our children. And also, you have to understand that
if we -- is that you're never going to control the population. So if you make it
mandatory, you have these vaccines, then there is going to be a lot of people
that are going to come out of the public system and they're going to find ways
to educate their children with home schools. And then you, plus nurses,
Department of Health are not going to be able to follow these children. Okay?
So are you going to set assistance to work with the naturopathic doctors that
you can be seen in these children? You're not going to control the population
with vaccines. And I refer everybody in my closing statement to look at the
[2:16:21 inaudible] 21 because there's a lot more, not just getting people
vaccine. Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Miguel Amador, Abigail Schoder, Mieko Aoki.
Miguel Amador: Good afternoon. I strongly oppose mandatory vaccinations and the bill HAR
11-157. Just to echo all the points that were made earlier, vaccines are not
safe nor effective. It's been proven over and over and they are unavoidably
unsafe. The fact that there's a lawsuit just this summer that Robert Jr. or
Robert Kennedy Jr. had won against the Department of Health and Human
Services failing to report 32 years worth of vaccine injury or vaccine safety
reports, that's just completely unacceptable. That should nullify any need to
pass any bill for -- especially since there have been no long term studies of
this current vaccine schedule.
I wish that the group of nurse or nursing students were here because I also
want to stand up for them and say that they should not be shamed in wearing
masks at work. This is not only far-reaching, this is draconian. It's extreme
and with the autism rate being at 1 in 68 which is projected to be 1 in 2 by
2025 is just a bit [2:17:56 inaudible]. And also my last point is I saw this
happened firsthand in California. I saw how things were fast tracked. Just to
also echo that this room being unsuitable, also that certain people talked
through longer than two minutes. I know you're not in position but I think
that that's something that needs to be adhere whenever we have a hearings
officers on [2:18:18 inaudible]. I also want to just reiterate that this is rational
led. We have no idea who is going to be affected by anyone shot. This is not
a health issue, this is a business issue that a pharmaceutical industry is using.
They are the sheet [2:18:41 inaudible]. These people here that were able to
read to will -- should get an avalanche of mail. And because this is who is
trying to decide our fate and to see how things happened in California where
thousands of people should have and voiced their opposition to meet people
who had their child fall into an epileptic seizure, to lose their children in their
hands, in their own arms. It was just heart wrenching to meet those people,
hear them tell their stories that then have 15 people in white coats stand up
and say that they were for mandatory vaccinations. Well, it's just appalling.
It's very deflating then see that this is now coming here, it's just a very scary
reality. So we need to do whatever we can, unite, really be on the same page
as a group. And I just thank everybody here for having the courage to speak
and thank you for your time. Aloha.
Steven Jacobson: Abigail Schoder, Meiko Aiko and William Garavito.
Abigail Schoder: Aloha. My name is Abigail Schoder. For many reasons, I strongly oppose
HAR 11-157 specifically in relation to the very serious health and safety risks
can come to us. This proposal change over the serious threat, a significant
increase this for our island and society as a whole, there was more than a nonpersonal claims and documented scientific evidence proving severe
detrimental effects in vaccinations including but not limited to the improper

proportional dosage, the body weight ratio in administrating the vaccine,
harmful ingredients such as mercury and proven carcinogenic toxic poisons
and even contaminations. I'd be happy to give you this 27-page printout and
details about the contamination.
Steven Jacobson: Please do so.
Abigail Schoder: Combine this with a one size fits all approach to protocol and now a proposal
to increase protocol and we have a recipe for disaster and greater injury. The
risk is simply too great. Countless families, immunities, school systems are
already suffering from the devastating the debilitating negative effects from
vaccines. This is reflective of the United States Vaccine Injury Court paying
out over $4 billion in settlement to date for injuries and even death. The 1986
National Childhood Injury Act that was mentioned earlier by Marti, only
proves and clearly shows us that our children and citizens are being treated as
real live time guinea pigs for experiments. This is unlawful, unacceptable and
downright dangerous.
With this as our current situation, why would a proposal such as HAR 11-157
evenly entertained? Who is really benefiting? Documented scientific
evidence and studies show that recently vaccinated individuals shed the virus
for weeks and even months to both vaccinated and unvaccinated people.
These recently vaccinated individuals can also carry the disease without
symptoms and hesitant to others. There are currently no guidelines in place to
quarantine recently vaccinated individuals. They are released directly into the
public and into our schools while sharing the viruses. [2:22:09 inaudible]
vaccinations themselves be increasing the spread of disease.
This is a major, major public health issue and concern. An increase in number
of people vaccinated, dosage and frequency could significantly multiply this
problem and further harm our society. I do know the Department of Health
itself clearly states on their website, there are no vaccine as 100% effective.
We saw proof of this right here on Kauai when mumps vaccinated children
and people did indeed contract the mumps during the outbreak last year. The
risks are, again, simply and clearly too high and not worth it. I am here today
to affirm my right, my family's right and any citizen's right to have complete
sovereignty over our bodies. This is indeed absolutely our birthright. I thank
you for staying after 4:00. I thank all the Department of Health for staying
and allowing us to express. I sincerely ask that you truly listen and respond to
our concerns as citizens, parents and caregivers. Thank you for your time.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you for your testimony. Mieko Aoki, sure. Thank you. William and
then Janet Snyder.
Mieko Aoki:

Aloha. My name is Mieko of [2:23:48 inaudible]. And informed choice, you
know, is about providing information, education to them and they take the

[2:24:02 inaudible] spectrum, the risks and the benefits. And it's full [2:24:07
inaudible]. I do my very best without my unbiased information coming from
that states. And -- but they have to make the decisions. It's very [2:24:20
inaudible] was their responsibility. It's also what I put in my body is my
responsibility and will never force to [2:24:28 inaudible], you know, like it's
just -- this is ridiculous that we're even, you know, talking about all the islands
have been the same. No, you cannot mandate anything that goes into my
body. No. It is [2:24:46 inaudible]. Like the other people [2:24:50 inaudible]
like why do even care talking about this. Why? And how many people have
had to say? How many people have to come out and continue to say the same
thing that mandating anything is not okay into humans.
Male:

Amen.

Mieko Aoki:

And how -- and you keep doing this, nobody is listening we're saying the
same thing. [indistinct chatter] But it's just that the Department of Health,
Department of Education, the state and like everybody has said before has no
authority over my body or the children and my family and all the human
being. You know, it's my responsibility for my health. And it's -- it goes back
to that, mandating vaccines in children or in anybody is violation of human
rights. We know it's a human violation of human rights. And I think the
departments and the government know it's a violation of human rights but
they think it's still okay to continue to pass and to continue to post this. This
is not okay. So -- and the experience that people have are valid, right? That
doesn't [2:26:20 inaudible] your life like, you know, of the experience that it
wasn't valid in science. Sorry, that's what I see in my practice. Why aren't we
honoring that? Why are we not being heard?

Steven Jacobson: Could you please finish up?
Mieko Aiko:

It's just not okay and I don't know how much louder than it needs to be said.
It's not okay. And I want to protect my choices, I want to protect the
children's choices, I want to protect the family's choices, I want to protect the
community's choices and it is just [2:26:59 inaudible] and stop violating of
human rights. Okay.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. The next person after William will be Janet Snyder followed by
Sammee Albano.
William Garavito: I'm William Garavito. I'm son of an immigrant. My dad came here
because of Hawaii [2:27:23 inaudible] much better future quest. So I'm going
for choice for us to be able to choose while we can. I got into the Simpson
manuscript at Simpson World Transcript and just began to read, began to read
and literally I'm sad because what do we learn [2:27:53 inaudible], that's not
valid [2:27:58 inaudible] like that's one of your baby. That's what we're
saying. And it just breaks my heart. Yeah, that we're having this conversation

but we need to have it. I'm a father, I'm a son and I'm a grandfather to my
grandchildren. I vaccinated my first two children, I did not know this, I was
too busy working. I have this year and a half old baby, she's not have
vaccinated. I have another one due in April, she's not had vaccines. If I have
to educate my child, so be it. It's my responsibility [2:28:39 inaudible]. I
won't do that. Like one of my daughter to be able to go to school to learn the
social skills of guinea pig, to grow up. Children know that. And you guys
cannot take that away from our children. You can't take that to my daughter.
We need a choice to be able to say yes or no. And if you choose to vaccinate,
do it. Avoid autism. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Okay, thank you. Janet Snyder.
[indistinct chatter]
Janet Snyder:

Hi. My name is Janet Snyder. I'm a citizen of Kilauea. I [2:29:33 inaudible]
okay. And I just wanted to say that I was concerned about this mandate
because it appears to take away our constitutional right and our choice, our
religious exemption and our feeling of responsibility as a parent to choose
what's best for our child. And I agree that a family should choose whether or
not to vaccinate their children and it they should not be told they have to. And
I believe that's a violation of our constitutional rights as American citizens.
And that was my concern maybe with this mandate. Thank you very much.

Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Congratulations. Okay. Let's see, Sammee Albano followed by
Elena Shats followed by Joannna Wheelar, Wheelar, I'm not sure. Okay. Is
Sammee Albano here? Okay. Why don't you go -- Elena Shats.
Elena Sheets:

Oh, me?

Steven Jacobson: Yeah, go ahead.
Elena Sheets:

Sheets.

Steven Jacobson: Sheets?
Elena Sheets:

Yes, Sheets.

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Elena Sheets:

Hi. My name is Elena Sheets and I came on the island to help children, I tutor
children. I've been doing it for 10 years now and I tutor children that also has
special needs especially autistic children. And it is very, very sad to teach -to try to teach a child that has been deprived or being able to have -- that no
known capacity that all the other children have. And just knowing that in
1980, the statistics were that 1 out of 10,000 children had autism and the

statistics now that Dr. Abell gave me today is 1 out of 35. Now, do we think
that that came from genetics? Do we really believe that it could come from
what, the air? No. The increase of vaccinations have [2:31:50 inaudible]. I
got one vaccination when I was a child. We didn't have any children on our
school buses. We have one special needs child in our school system. And
now what the [2:32:03 inaudible], I'm just appalled at all this, for all of this.
I'm very saddened. [2:32:11 inaudible] I literally weep for the keiki of Hawaii
that this has come to this point that we have to make this decision, that we
have -- we don't get to make the decision. It was actually already decided in
2000 -- yeah, 2013, 2013 it was passed by the legislature.
I don't know if you all know this that health department -- Hawaii Health
Department has the authority to make the decision to vaccinations and they
can adapt from the ACIP and from the CDC that [2:32:47 inaudible] to
vaccinate the patients that they put on their list, they can just adapt. And that
they must have one parent and then an officer must be present but the decision
makers do not need to be present. And so this was brought into legislature in
2013 and nobody had the right to vote, no people, it's the legislature. I just,
you know, it's very concerning because the Health Department, they think
they're doing probably a good thing. They aren't informed and they don't
know and they aren't researching and they aren't looking at the studies. Are
they aware that in Japan, nine years ago, they started the HPV virus, okay,
nine years ago?
They have suspended it five years ago. Why? Because children died,
children suffered from physical major pain, major -- they became paralyzed,
they had seizures. The children weren't able as they got older, the ones that
were older weren't able to go to colleges and their president didn't get the
HPV virus -- vaccination, sorry, were able to go to college and they are able to
have the mental capacity, the physical capacity. That's why they suspended it.
That's in Japan. Why are we doing this? Why are we not standing for the
keiki of Hawaii? Okay. I'm Italian. I don't have any Hawaiian blood but I'm
here to stand for the people of Hawaii. I love the children and I continue to
want to help them with tutoring and helping them with their special needs and
even those that don't have special needs. But I'm just asking…
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Can you finish up? Okay.
Elena Sheets:

I'm almost done.

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Elena Sheets:

Thank you. I'm just really asking that whoever makes this final decisions that
it would be in opposition to this mandate into this sub-ruling and this
immunization. Thank you so much for your time.

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Joanna Wheeler followed by Monique Newell followed by Lori Patch.
Joanna Wheeler: Aloha. My name is Joanna Wheeler. Thank you so much for being here. I
am here as a mother, a [2:35:17 inaudible] United States family [2:35:19
inaudible] as you can tell for my accent. And so many amazing things have
been said so I'm just [2:35:25 inaudible] these children. My dad was a
[2:35:29 inaudible] representative for manufacturing of drugs in [2:35:31
inaudible]. We have any good meeting, thanks for that. We didn't know any
better [2:35:35 inaudible] the last that he worked for. And there was a lot of
money to be made for my dad, for the doctors, for the nurses [2:35:45
inaudible] probably consistent. I didn't know any better. I thought I was going
to vaccinate my kid until [2:35:51 inaudible] that it was going to be done.
[2:35:54 inaudible] kids, seven years old, never been sick [2:36:00 inaudible].
True enough, breastfed or [2:36:04 inaudible], you know, I'm giving for the
children is to be able to be they're healthy. I mean, since [2:36:17 inaudible]
free. Later of May 2, we were here 2019 on this. And we took out on May 2.
I dare you to try to touch my kid, I'm going back [2:36:32 inaudible] I dare
you. It was [2:36:34 inaudible] take off, I can go with my husband, he's
American, he's speaking Spanish. I would make him go to [2:36:38 inaudible]
unless no one [2:36:40 inaudible] can go with me. This is a land of the free. I
know I have the right to vaccinate my child.
And the reason that I became educated because I was busy working, I got
busy with something working, working, working, right? When I got pregnant,
I was able to stay at home. It was a hard pregnancy, right. A long time to
have her so I was tired of something, work. I was able to relocate myself.
[2:37:02 inaudible] I couldn't believe it. But somebody used to work with. I
[2:37:07 inaudible] only 30s and athlete. I got to say enough how strong, how
healthy he was. I wonder [2:37:14 inaudible] and others [2:37:16 inaudible].
This athlete who would go to a gym everyday was dying [2:37:20 inaudible].
We had to go to the hospital to see what was happening to Zach. Yeah.
He had got something called Guillain-Barré Syndrome. I had no idea what it
was. But according to [2:37:33 inaudible] he told us that it was caused by the
vaccine, vaccination, flu shot which they want to give to other children. If a
guy who was 270- pounds lucky, almost died because of this, actually became
a crippled person for over two years. He lost his home, he lost his wife, he
lost everything. Now, he's back to, you know, he's had to put his back to bear
again. Lucky he could have died. There was a chance of him [2:37:57
inaudible] 20, 30 pounds. What it had to do was a shot like that.
There's no way and that's when I became aware. It's like things that almost
killed my friend, [2:38:07 inaudible] when my mother was really sick. She
was also vaccinated with the flu shot. I didn't study for a long, long time and
if you have, I can -- if [2:38:16 inaudible] meet too, nobody has a right to put

a vaccine to my child. I have the right as a mom since I was with for my
child. We all have the right to [2:38:25 inaudible]. This was bound to
happen. We are not going to allow that. It's going back. There's something
called, you know, citizens united and that has to stop. Basically that's illegal
bribery. In many other countries, we can consider a half -- in South America
has big scandal right now started in Brazil. People are getting money for
persons to be elected, people from Brazil. This company was giving money
all over Latin America. [2:38:52 inaudible] in jail, right. This countries are
called Third World countries, they're putting people in jail for being bribed.
This country…
Steven Jacobson: Could you finish up please?
Joanna Wheeler: Yeah, it's legal to give money through [2:39:03 inaudible]. Many people are
going and are getting paid like Big Pharma and that has to stop. This is not
safe and again I stand against this [2:39:19 inaudible] of Democracy. And
thank you so much.
Steven Jacobson: Monique Newell and then Lori Patch. Okay.
Monique Newell: Thanks, everybody. Thank you for putting up with everybody in all our
different feelings that we have about because it is a very [2:39:39 inaudible]…
Steven Jacobson: Well, I have a two-year old daughter myself with one…
Monique Newell: Yeah, so…
Steven Jacobson: …another child coming on June 29th, so it's very interesting for me, too.
Monique Newell: Yeah. I'm starting to appreciate you. Thanks for [2:39:50 inaudible].
[indistinct chatter]
Steven Jacobson: We have a pediatrician.
Monique Newell: So I appreciate you [2:40:00 inaudible] for the County of Kauai and doing
your best [2:40:03 inaudible].
Steven Jacobson: Anyway, go, yeah.
Monique Newell: Yeah. [2:40:06 inaudible] and then I wanted to say obviously I'm against this
prop and I actually -- I worked with biochemistry and biology as well as I'm a
health consultant so I've been doing this over 20 something years. I [2:40:20
inaudible] that because of my relationships with doctors, I've had the
opportunity when my daughter was going to say, hey, I just wanted your
opinion [2:40:25 inaudible] friends that are doctors just to get their opinion,
get their studies.

And the general thing that came through was a [2:40:32 inaudible]. They go
honestly, you know, between you and I, we don't really know what we're
doing, we just keep playing around, we just keep trying to figure it out with
the hopes of making a better tomorrow but we're just not really sure yet what
we're doing. And when [2:40:47 inaudible] there was also that [2:40:50
inaudible] you know, vaccinated and I decided we're not doing any of that
[2:40:52 inaudible], so there we go. That's what it is. And I was fortunately
educated so I [2:40:58 inaudible] will make that opportunity for my daughter.
I do have a very personal story though with my sister from another -- my
sister, my -- our father is the same but I have -- half sister and we didn't grow
up together. And so she didn't have some education and she vaccinated her
son and he was a normal child and he instantly became autistic. So that's
really where I'm at. That's the steps that -- that's the [2:41:23 inaudible] for
me and we're now -- she's been working with me for the last couple of years in
ridding the heavy metals out of his body and his now at least medications and
he's starting to get a normal high school but he's still on the spectrum. So
we're working in what we can do to reverse what's creating this kind of
immune system. Education, education is all I've got to say and I really hope
that the people are heard and that it's just -- that Kauai can do what Kauai
does. It's not the super show, we don't vote it in. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Thank you.
Lori Patch:

My name is Lori Patch and I'm going to just be straight and bold. I'm wearing
this hat because the president does not get the flu shot and he is working to
give the people choices to not have to be immunized. We're looking at
medical tyranny. They are telling if you don't vaccinate your children, if they
come through bill passes and like they forcibly vaccinate, everybody say,
well, how so, uh-uh. They'll allow home schooling. So you have to [2:42:32
inaudible]. It's a slippery slope and it's got to be [2:42:37 inaudible].
Why are you voting -- why are we voting this people in? Got to change, right
there. You got to look and see what people's records are. With Hawaii, it's
the same thing, the machine. [2:42:50 inaudible] my body my choice, you
guys. I've seen you at the [2:42:54 inaudible], get out there and this is
unacceptable, so unacceptable. I'm a cancer survivor, I have an autistic
grandson. Read the insert, go to the pharmacy and get the actual insert. In
fact, they might have it here where they give the shots and read the insert.
Look at the flu vaccine, nonclinical toxicology, they don't test it for
carcinogenesis, [2:43:21 inaudible] impairment of fertility. It's what's called a
soft kill. Plain and simple.
So I don't know what else to say. So I'm going to say, so you got to end it,
stop voting this people in for starters, go straight to the top to the president
who doesn't get the flu shot. That's one of the things that's an honest [2:43:47

inaudible] to give people freedom of choice. He is an anti-vaxxer. There's
many people hate him, I don't care but go straight to the top. I hope it's not
too late. Thank you.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Thank you for your testimony. That actually is the end of everyone
who indicate they did want to speak.
Female:

Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Thank you. Is there anybody else who…
Male:

I have a question. You said that there will be a transcript of…

Steven Jacobson: Yes.
Male:

…everything that's been said today. How do we obtain that transcript?

Steven Jacobson: I don't know the answer to that. Can you give me your -- do I have like your
contact information on here?
Male:

I'll give you my contact information, [2:44:30 inaudible] the only one who
wants to know that answer.

Female:

No.

Female:

You have to file a pre-information of request.

Steven Jacobson: No, no, no, this is public hearing.
Male:

No, you shouldn't have to.

Female:

Yeah.

Steven Jacobson: This is a public -- hold on. Let our folks in the hall confer. I don't know the
answer to that question but that doesn't mean nobody else does.
Female:

Even the folks [2:44:52 inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: Yeah. Is there anybody else who didn't say that they wanted to speak who
after hearing everybody else would now like to say something? Yes. Go
ahead. And please identify yourself in the beginning so we know who you
are.
Alison Chuang: Hi. My name is Alison Chuang. I'm the daughter of a long time pediatrician,
Dr. Chuang, and a long time nurse, Joyce Chuang. I was immunized as a
child, my brother was immunized as a child. I have five children who one of

which got one pertussis immunization. Her other -- on her already
compromised body that has -- and she has neuro palsy and so she had one
pertussis immunization and I'm sorry that was [2:45:39 inaudible]. I'm not
saying that that was the sole reason because she's already compromised with
something. But I just want to say that I strongly oppose immunizations and -I mean, I'm strongly opposed mandated immunizations. I had a son who had a
really bad [2:45:59 inaudible] who got pertussis. Would I change my decision
to not immunize? No, because I thought that we supplied him with a strong
enough immune system to handle his pertussis by the fluids that we fed him,
by keeping him away from chemicals, pesticides, GMOs.
Immunizations are created to eliminate, eradicate or lower the instances of
[2:46:43 inaudible]. Until we can eliminate and eradicate the dangers that
come from immunizations also, we have to keep the freedom to decide open.
Otherwise, we continue down a really dangerous road that becomes more and
more irreparable. And that's about it. I just really strongly, strongly don't
want to see any mandates on this.
Steven Jacobson: Okay. Thank you very much for your testimony. Okay.
Female:

With this mandate, are the exemptions still allowed through with these
exemptions?

Steven Jacobson: I can't comment on the content of the rules.
Female:

[2:47:34 inaudible] religious exemptions are still in place but there's just a
little change any more to the whole vaccinations to the schedules from baby to
college. If you go to the back, the same force is going for this like HIC and
Department of Health [2:47:48 inaudible] years ago to get rid of religious
exemptions. So it just [2:47:52 inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Female:

One more question. The people who are in charge of whether or not we
mandate this, are they elected officials?

Steven Jacobson: No, they…
Female:

Are they just…

Steven Jacobson: They're part of division people in the Department of Health in that particular
division.
Female:

That will get unelected officials being given enough power to create [2:48:14
inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: Having been given the power by the elected officials, so yeah.
Female:

Yeah, [2:48:18 inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Female:

[2:48:19 inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: Okay. Excuse me, there was a question about transcript. Is the transcript -when is the transcripts going to be available?
Female:

As far as I understand, yes, after the -- all testimony has been received, all of
the hearings have been completed, transcripts of the testimony and the
testimony [2:48:34 inaudible] but…

Steven Jacobson: Will they be -- they'll be posted online?
Female:

Yes.

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Male:

That will be -- I mean, internet per day.

[indistinct chatter]
Male:

[2:48:48 inaudible] you should know, I mean, you guys work here, right?

Female:

I think that's exactly right. It depends on how big these files or where it's
going to be located so [2:48:57 inaudible] to say.

Male:

Well, can it be posted somewhere where we can find out where exactly it's
going to be?

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Female:

I think the best thing to do -- I know you've been hearing it over and over
again but [2:49:06 inaudible] to email that question to
immunization@doh.hawaii.gov and someone will -- when it's posted,
someone will get back to you.

Male:

Okay.

Steven Jacobson: Okay.
Female:

Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: There was also a page on the Department of Health website that has all
Hawaii administrative rules that are part and promulgated by the department.
At the beginning, before they get to even number one, number two, they will
give a list of things that are pending. And I would hope, I would hope that
when the transcript does become available that they will say on that particular
website where it is available and how to find it, okay? I can't make that
decision but I would suggest -- I would hope that they would do that. Okay.
Yes.
Female:

My question is once all these transcripts are read and all the decision making
people get together and talk about it, is there a timeline of when decision is
going to be made?

Steven Jacobson: No.
Female:

No.

Steven Jacobson: A decision is made and then it is passed up through channels. This have to be
approved by governor somebody. Yes, okay, and that's been approved by the
governor's office. Okay. And after…
Female:

[2:50:18 inaudible] every island. Did you read [2:50:21 inaudible]?

Steven Jacobson: I did not go to all the meetings. I went to Oahu, Maui and here and other
people went to Lanai and the Big Island.
Male:

What's your role?

Steven Jacobson: I'm sorry, okay. My role is -- some of you folks came in late, my role is to
moderate this hearing.
Male:

No, I mean, your office -- in your office?

Steven Jacobson: I am part of the hearings office which is part of the director's office. I am not
part of the division. My role in this particular case is to be the moderator for
this hearing and to pass on the information, make sure the transcripts are done
right, make sure the hearings run, make sure nobody kills each other, et cetera.
Okay?
Female:

Thank you.

Steven Jacobson: Which is my role and put into report the different requirements for a hearing
were made. I do not have an input into that decision. Okay? Now, what
happens after rules come, you ask about the process, the process goes and it's

done by the governor's office. If a rule is promulgated, there is a right to
challenge the rule in the local circuit court found on any island that people are
by. Okay?
Female:

Challenge it.

Steven Jacobson: Yeah. On the basis of anything that was said during any of these hearings
which is why we keep -- which is why, you know, get your stuff in. If you
think -- if you want to argue that the survey was overlooked, tell them where
the survey is, okay?
Female:

But the oral is going to be the same as the written if you've done the oral.

Steven Jacobson: If you've done the oral and do the written, sometimes the written can be better
on the citation of finding an article from the journal that nobody, you know,
nobody ordinarily looks at.
Female:

[2:52:04 inaudible]

Steven Jacobson: Yeah.
Male:

Cite to science is what they need.

Female:

Yeah, exactly.

Female:

[2:52:10 inaudible] actually going to use to us, that would be [2:52:14
inaudible].

Steven Jacobson: I'm not part of that process. Okay.
Female:

Why does people -- why do people supposed to be like a totally [2:52:25
inaudible] us here.

Steven Jacobson: These are informational gather hearings on the islands and they have -- that
decision was made, it was not my decision. I don't know. Okay. Yeah.
Female:

Can anybody in [2:52:40 inaudible]?

Female:

What is the decision on where this [2:52:43 inaudible]? Because to me, this is
an issue but people who were standing up did not be able to [2:52:48
inaudible] during this entire process. Do [2:52:53 inaudible]

[2:52:54]

End of Audio

His is… [0:00:01 inaudible]
L. Meyer:

Yes…

[0:00:00]

End of Audio

